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Haftungsausschluss 
Das Computerspiel ist, wie jedes Softwareprodukt, eine Arbeit in ständiger Weiterentwicklung. Das 

bedeutet, dass die Online-Version regelmäßig aktualisiert wird, um neue Funktionen hinzuzufügen und 

Fehler zu beheben. Bis die Software ihre endgültige Version erreicht, ist also auch dieses Handbuch ein 

unfertiges Produkt. 

Beispielsweise könnte es sein, dass einige Bilder im Handbuch nicht mit den tatsächlichen Screenshots 

im Spiel übereinstimmen, oder dass einige Funktionen der Software nicht im Handbuch beschrieben 

sind. Dies bedeutet lediglich, dass eine neue Version des Handbuchs kurz vor der Veröffentlichung steht. 

  



1. Einführung 
Das BlaboLingo-Spiel und das dazugehörige Lehrerhandbuch sind eine Reihe von Sprachlehrmitteln, die 

im Rahmen eines Erasmus+ KA2-Projekts für strategische Partnerschaften entwickelt wurden, an dem 

sechs Partner aus Großbritannien, Portugal, Italien, Frankreich und Deutschland beteiligt waren. 

BlaboLingo ist eine auf Computerspielen basierende Ressource zur Unterstützung des frühen 

Sprachenlernens. Das Spiel sowie dieser Leitfaden sind in ENGLISCH, FRANZÖSISCH, DEUTSCH, 

ITALIENISCH und PORTUGIESISCH verfügbar und können für Lernende verwendet werden, die mit dem 

Erlernen einer Fremdsprache beginnen oder für Lernende mit Migrationshintergrund, die die Sprache 

ihres Gastlandes lernen. 

Der Einsatz von ‚serious games‘ zur Unterstützung des Sprachenlernens ist eine Methode mit vielen 

Vorteilen. Sie kann spielerisch, aktivierend, vielfältig und unterhaltsam sein. Mit unserer Ressource 

können die Lernenden ihre Sprachkenntnisse weiterentwickeln und herausgefordert werden. Die 

Niveaustufen sind mit dem Gemeinsamen Europäischen Referenzrahmen für Sprachen auf den 

Niveautufen A0-A1-A2 abgestimmt.  

Alle Aufnahmen (fast 18.000 Audiodateien) wurden von Muttersprachler*innen aufgenommen und 

stellen ein wertvolles Werkzeug dar, um die korrekte Aussprache von Lernenden, aber auch von 

Lehrenden zu trainieren. 

Ziel ist es, die Lernenden sowohl zu motivieren, aber auch zu zeigen, wie sie Fortschritte machen. Jedes 

Thema hat drei Schwierigkeitsstufen (Levels), und jedes Level besteht aus drei Etappen.  

Die Spiele decken 7 verschiedene Themen ab: 

Begrüßung und Aussehen 

Zahlen und Farben 

Familie und Freunde 

Essen und Trinken 

Spiele und Aktivitäten 

Schule 

Reise und Transport 

Die Kombination aus 7 Spielen, 3 Levels für jedes Spiel und 3 Etappen pro Level bietet 60 Szenen, aus 

denen Lehrende wählen können, um Lernziele eines Sprachenlehrplans zu erreichen. 

BlaboLingo kann als interaktives Element den Sprachunterricht bereichern. Hierfür enthält dieser 

Leitfaden beispielhafte Unterrichtspläne und Fallstudien.   

  



2. Technische Anleitung 

A. Download und Installation des Spiels 

 

Klicken sie für den Download des Installationspakets auf den entsprechenden Link auf der 

Projektwebsite (www.blabolingo.com) oder starten Sie den Download hier: 

https://home.mycloud.com/action/share/0b36bbb1-c5db-4fcf-a6db-74dde1c28056   

Führen Sie anschließend folgende Schritte durch: 

1. Klicken Sie auf die ZIP-Datei für Ihr Betriebssystem (WIN oder MAC) und Sie können das 

Installationspaket herunterladen.   

2. Speichern Sie die Datei an Ihrem bevorzugten Speicherort. Am besten wäre es, einen eigenen 

Ordner für das Spiel zu erstellen. 

3. Das Installationspaket ist als ZIP archiviert, daher müssen Sie die Dateien aus dem ZIP-Paket 

entpacken. Dies geschieht in der Regel mit einem Rechtsklick auf die ZIP-Datei und im Popup-

Menü wählen Sie aus, wie die Dateien entpackt werden sollen. Wenn Sie keine ZIP-

Extraktionssoftware haben, ist "Zipware" eine einfach zu bedienende Software, die Sie kostenlos 

herunterladen können. 

4. Lassen Sie den Blabolingo_Data Ordner bitte unberührt. 

http://www.blabolingo.com/
https://home.mycloud.com/action/share/0b36bbb1-c5db-4fcf-a6db-74dde1c28056
https://www.zipware.org/


  
Um das Spiel zu starten, machen Sie bitte einen Doppelklick auf Blabolingo.exe. 

5. Je nach den Spezifikationen Ihres Computers wird ein Dialogfeld angezeigt, in dem die beste 

Konfiguration für das Spiel ausgewählt wird. Sie brauchen keine Auswahl zu treffen, klicken Sie 

einfach auf PLAY. 

                            

BlaboLingo läuft jetzt. Lesen Sie bitte den nächsten Abschnitt der Anleitung, um zu erfahren, wie Sie im 

Spiel navigieren können.  

Um eine anschauliche Anleitung des Installationsvorgangs zu sehen, klicken Sie auf den folgenden Video-

Link: 

            

Installation auf Windows 

 

https://youtu.be/chnDlju-37c
https://youtu.be/chnDlju-37c


B. Die Navigation im Spiel 

Wählen Sie Ihre eigene und die Zielsprache aus: 

 

Die erste Wahl besteht in der Auswahl der Muttersprache des Spielers (oder einer, die er bereits 

spricht), die zweite in der Auswahl der Sprache, die er lernen möchte. Die erste Auswahl hat nur 

minimale Auswirkungen auf den Spielverlauf, da die schriftlichen Anweisungen auf ein Minimum 

reduziert sind. Die zweite Auswahl dagegen ist sehr wichtig und bestimmt, in welcher Sprache Sie 

spielen. Durch das Klicken auf die Schaltfläche “Figur auswählen” gelangt der Spielende zum nächsten 

Bildschirm.  

Wählen Sie die Figur aus:  

 

Die Spielenden wählen die Spielfigur aus, mit der sie spielen möchten. Das Mädchen und der Junge haben 

in den verschiedenen Sprachen unterschiedliche Namen:  

 



 Englisch Deutsch Französisch Italienisch Portugiesisch 

Mädchen Emily Frieda Emma Sofia Maria 

Junge Ben Anton Gabriel Luca Manuel 

Wählen Sie das Thema des Spiels, das Level und die Etappe 

Sobald die Sprachen und die Spielfigur ausgewählt sind, ist es an der Zeit, das THEMENGEBIET, das LEVEL 

und die ETAPPE zu wählen. Obwohl die Level und Etappen aufeinander aufbauen, ist es theoretisch nicht 

erforderlich, dass die Spielenden ein bestimmtes Level abgeschlossen haben, bevor sie auf ein anderes 

zugreifen. Die Lehrkraft  sich muss allerdings sicherstellen, dass die Voraussetzungen, um das Spiel auf 

einem bestimmten Level und eine bestimmte Etappe zu spielen, im Voraus erfüllt wurden. 

Im Spielmenü wählen Sie zunächst das Themengebiet, anschließend das Level und dann die Etappe.  

 

Navigation durch das Spiel 

Die Navigation durch das Spiel ist einfach und an geringe Vorkenntnisse angepasst. Um im Spiel 

voranzukommen, folgen die Spielenden den Gesprächen in den verschiedenen Situationen. In jedem 

Schritt des Spiels wird ein Satz von einer Spielfigur gesagt. 

  



Die Spielenden haben zwei Möglichkeiten:  

a) Hören Sie sich das Audio noch einmal an, 
indem Sie auf das Lautsprecher-Symbol 
klicken: 

 
b) Bestätigen Sie einen Satz oder wählen Sie 

eine Antwort, indem Sie auf die 
Schaltfläche mit dem Häkchen klicken:  

 

Um zwischen den Themen, Levels und Etappen zu navigieren, müssen die Spielenden mit den 

Schaltflächen in der rechten oberen Ecke zum Hauptmenü zurückkehren. 

        
Um eine kurze Videodemonstration des Spiels zu sehen, klicken Sie auf den folgenden Videolink: 

 
Anleitungsvideo

https://youtu.be/Rywty40nc8A
https://youtu.be/Rywty40nc8A


3. Spielinhalt: Themenfelder und Szenen 

Die Kombination aus 7 Spielen, 3 Levels für jedes Spiel und 3 Etappen für jedes Level ergibt 63 Szenen, aus denen Lehrer wählen können, um die 

genauen Lernziele eines Sprachlehrplans zu erreichen. In der folgenden Tabelle sind die im Spiel enthaltenen Inhalte aufgeführt. Ideen und 

Anleitungen, wie Sie das Spiel in den Sprachunterricht integrieren können, finden Sie im nächsten Abschnitt. Die detaillierten Skripte mit allen 

Inhalten der Spiele finden Sie in Anhang 1 (nur auf Englisch). 

THEMA LEVEL ETAPPE 1 ETAPPE 2 ETAPPE 3 

Begrüßung 
und Aussehen 

L1: Begrüßung E1: Einfache Begrüßung E2: Vorstellung E3: Festigung von Begrüßung und 
Vorstellung 

L2: Alter und 
Aussehen 

E1: Angaben über das eigene Alter E2: Daten und Geburtstage E3: Beschreibung des Aussehens 

L3: Länder und 
Bekleidung 

E1: Über die eigene Herkunft 
sprechen 

E2: mögen + Bekleidungsstücke E3: möchten + Bekleidungsstücke 

Zahlen und 
Farben 

L1: 1 bis 10, Monate 
und Farben 

E1: Zahlen von 1 bis 10 E2: Monate des Jahres E3: Farben benennen 

L2: 11 bis 30, Farben E1: Zahlen von 11 bis 30 E2: Zahlen von 11 bis 30 in Zahlen E3: Farbbeschreibung von 
Objekten 

L3: Hohe Zahlen, 
Zeitangaben und 
Farben 

E1: Zahlen 30 bis 100 / plus und 
minus 

E2: Uhrzeit benennen E3: Farbbeschreibungen von 
Kleidung 

Familie und 
Freunde 

L1: Direkte Familie E1: Direkte Familienmitglieder E2: Familienmitglieder in Sätzen E3: Familienmitglieder vorstellen 

L2: Weitere Familie 
und Haustiere 

E1: Weitere Familienmitglieder 
und Haustiere 

E2: Beschreibung des Aussehens 
von Familienmitgliedern und 
Haustieren  

E3: “Sein” und “haben” mit 
Familienmitgliedern in Sätzen 

L3: Aktivitäten mit 
Familie und 
Freunden 

E1: Können + Aktivitäten / 
Sportarten 

E2: Können, und, aber + 
Familienmitglieder 

E3: Mögen / nicht mögen + 
Aktivitäten 



Essen und 
Trinken 

L1: Einführung in 
Essen und Trinken 

E1: Essen und Trinken bei einem 
Picknick 

E2: Lebensmittel in einem Geschäft E3: Tägliche Mahlzeiten + 
Essgewohnheiten 

L2: Lebensmittel 
einkaufen und 
Vorlieben 

E1: Essen in Geschäften und 
Restaurants 

E2: Mögen / nicht-mögen + 
Lebensmittel 

E3: Ortsangaben + Lebensmittel im 
Geschäft 

L3: Essen abwiegen 
und bestellen 

E1: Maßangaben von 
Lebensmitteln 

E2: Einkaufen auf dem Markt E3: Essen bestellen in einem 
Restaurant / mit + ohne 

Spiele und 
Aktivitäten 

L1: Sportarten E1: Sportarten E2: Sportarten + mögen / nicht 
mögen 

E3: Sportarten + Vorlieben 

L2: 
Freizeitaktivitäten 

E1: Freizeitaktivitäten E2: Freizeitaktivitäten + mögen / 
nicht mögen 

E3: Freizeitaktivitäten + Vorlieben 

L3: Aktivitäten und 
Vorlieben 

E1: Aktivitäten + wollen E2: Aktivitäten + würde gerne E3: Aktivitäten + würde lieber 

Schule 

L1: Schulleben E1: persönliche Schulobjekte E2: Aktionsverben in der Schule E3: Schulfächer 

L2: Zurechtfinden an 
der Schule 

E1: Möbilierung im Klassenraum 
Classroom furniture + 
Präpositionen 

E2: Wochentage + Stundenplan E3: Orte in der Schule 

Reise und 
Transport 

L1: Transportmittel 
und Orte 

E1: Transportmittel E2: Gepäckstücke / Bahnhof E3: Orte in der Stadt 

L2: Ort und 
Richtungen 

E1: Ortsangaben / Präpositionen E2: Richtungsangaben E3: Urlaub planen 

L3: Reisepläne und 
Wetter 

E1: Urlaubspläne und Länder E2: Wetter (Vergangenheit, 
Gegenwart, Zukunft) 

E3: Aktivitäten in den Ferien / 
werden 

 

 



4. Unterrichtsbeispiele 

Die folgenden Unterrichtspläne bieten Beispiele dafür, wie BlaboLingo im Rahmen des Sprachlehrplans 

in Grundschulen, aber auch bei außerschulischen Aktivitäten oder sogar in Jugendclubs eingesetzt 

werden kann. 

 
Lernende Klasse: 4 Alter: 9-10 CEFR level: A1 

Thema Zahlen und Farben Level / Etappe L3 / E1 

Unterrichtsbeispiel 1 

Zielsprache: Französisch oder andere 
 
Muttersprache: Deutsch 
 
Unterrichtssprache: Deutsch / 
Französisch 

Lernaktivität:  
◌ Vorentlastung 

● Lernen / Erarbeitung 
◌ Festigung 
◌ Wiederholung 
◌ Sonstiges: 

 Lernziel: 
✓ Kennenlernen einfacher Worte und 

Sätze 

 
Lernkontext: 
Die Lernenden haben theoretisch bereits 2 Level von Blabolingo in jedem Thema durchgeführt.  Zudem haben sie 
bereits Level 3 von Begrüßung und Aussehen durchgespielt.  

 
Voraussetzungen: 
Ca. 3 Jahre Sprachlernerfahrung   

Einbindung in den Unterricht (30 Minuten): 
Kurzer Input zur Wiederholung des bisherigen Lernens von Farben und Zahlen. 
Führen Sie einige der wichtigsten Vokabeln ein, die sie im Spiel erleben werden. 
Erlauben Sie den Kindern, Blabolingo individuell zu einem bestimmten Thema und Level zu spielen. 
Die Kinder machen sich Notizen zu den wichtigsten Vokabeln in ihrem Buch oder Notizbuch. 

 
Mögliche Folgeaktivitäten: 
Anschließende Unterrichtseinheit mit Leseaktivitäten, die auf dem im Spiel gelernten Wortschatz basieren. 
 

 

  



 
Lernende Klasse: 1-3 Alter: 6-9 CEFR level: A1 

Thema Begrüßung und Aussehen Level / Etappe L1 / E1 

Unterrichtsbeispiel 2 

Zielsprache: Italienisch oder andere 
 
Muttersprache: Arabisch oder andere 
Herkunftssprachen 
 
Unterrichtssprache: Italienisch 

Lernaktivität: 
● Vorentlastung 
● Lernen / Erarbeitung 
● Festigung 
◌ Wiederholung 
◌ Sonstiges: 

 Lernziel: 
✓ Die Lernenden können grüßen, sich 

vorstellen, einfache persönliche 
Informationen erfragen und 
beantworten 

 
Lernkontext: 
Die Schüler lernen, wie sie neue Freunde, Lehrer und Erwachsene in der Schule begrüßen, sich vorstellen und 
kennenlernen können.  
Diese Einheit wird in einer sehr kleinen Gruppe (2/3 Schüler) außerhalb des Klassenraums durchgeführt. Jede Gruppe 
nutzt einen Computer / Tablet.  

 
Voraussetzungen: 
Keine 

 
Einbindung in den Unterricht (20 Minuten): 

1. Im Klassengespräch wird ein Brainstorming zu bereits vorhandenem Wissen über Begrüßungen und 
Vorstellungen entwickelt.  

2. Die Gruppe und die Lehrkraft spielen BlaboLingo ein erstes Mal, um die verschiedenen Arten von 
Begrüßungen in unterschiedlichen Kontexten kennenzulernen. Die Lehrkraft hebt die richtige Antwort hervor, 
falls Fehler gemacht warden. Die Lehrkraft gibt verschiedene Beispiele zu Begrüßungen und Vorstellungen in 
verschiedenen Situationen. 

3. Die Schüler spielen das Spiel erneut ohne aktive Unterstützung der Lehrkraft, um das neue Wissen zu 
überprüfen. 

4. Die Lehrkraft baut im Restverlauf der Unterrichtseinheit darauf auf. 
 

 
Mögliche Folgeaktivitäten: 
 

• Die Lehrkraft zeigt einige Karten mit Begrüßungen. Die Lernenden sollen schauen, zuhören und wiederholen. 

• Die Lernenden üben in Paaren Rollenspiele in verschiedenen Situationen (begegnen, verabschieden, 
morgens, nachmittags, ...) 

• Die Lehrkraft bittet die Schüler, Bilder mit Sprechblasen zu malen, die Begrüßungen und Vorstellungen in 
verschiedenen Situationen wiedergeben; die Sprechblasen können mit Wörtern aus den Bildern gefüllt 
werden.  

 

  



 
Lernende Klasse: 3 Alter: 7 CEFR level: A1 

Thema Begrüßung und Aussehen Level / Etappe L1 / E1 

Unterrichtsbeispiel 3 

Zielsprache: Französisch oder andere 
 
Muttersprache: Englisch oder andere 
 
Unterrichtssprache: Englisch / 
Französisch 

Lernaktivität: 
● Vorentlastung 
● Lernen / Erarbeitung 
◌ Festigung 
◌ Wiederholung 
◌ Weitere: 

 Lernziel: 
✓ Die Lernenden können einfache 

Begrüßungen und Vorstellungen 
erkennen und verstehen 

 
Lernkontext: 
Erste Stunde in der 3. Klasse - Grundlegende Einführung in die Sprache. Anknüpfend an die Stunde zum Vorlernen 
über die französische Kultur und Frankreich. 

 
Voraussetzungen: 
keine 

 
Einbindung in den Unterricht (20 Minuten): 

 
Die Lektion ist in 4 Aktivitäten für kleinere Gruppen (jeweils 7-8 Kinder) unterteilt: 

• Gruppe A – spielt BlaboLingo auf Tablet / Laptop / Computer 

• Gruppe B – Kinder teilen sich in Paare auf und spielen ein Zuordnungsspiel 

• Gruppe C – Lehrkraft leitet ein Rollenspiel an  

• Gruppe D – Kinder vervollständigen eine schriftliche Übung 

 
Mögliche Folgeaktivitäten: 
 

Bingospiel im Plenum. Jedes Kind bekommt eine Bingotafel und einen Stift. Die Lehrkraft liest die Vokabeln 
in der Muttersprache vor und die Kinder kreuzen die Vokabeln in der Zielsprache an. 

 

 

  



 
Lernende 

Jugendarbeit / 
Jugendclubs 

Alter: 10 - 14 CEFR level: A1 

Thema Alle möglich Level / Etappe Alle möglich 

Unterrichtsbeispiel 4 

Zielsprache: (Englisch), Deutsch, 
Portugiesisch und Italienisch 
 
Muttersprache: alle möglich 

 
Unterrichtssprache: alle möglich 

Lernaktivität: 
● Vorentlastung 
● Lernen / Erarbeitung 
◌ Festigung 
◌ Wiederholung 
◌ Weitere: 

 Lernziel: 
✓ Die Lernenden können die 

europäischen Sprachen erkennen 
✓ Die Lernenden können die 

Perspektive eines nicht-
Muttersprachlers einnehmen 

✓ Die Lernenden kennen Strategien, 
um in einem ungewohnten 
Sprachkontext verstanden zu 
warden und andere zu verstehen. 

Lernkontext: 
Das Motto der EU "United in diversity” (In Vielfalt vereint) zeigt, dass die sprachliche Vielfalt ein Eckpfeiler des 
europäischen Projekts ist. Während die EU das Erlernen von Fremdsprachen bereits in jungem Alter stark fördert, ist 
Zweisprachigkeit in vielen Familien bereits Realität. Und Kinder mit Migrationshintergrund, die in einer anderen als 
ihrer Erstsprache lernen, machen in europäischen Schulen durchschnittlich fast 10 % aus. Ob diese sprachliche 
Vielfalt ihr volles Potenzial entfalten kann, hängt stark von der Einstellung der jungen Menschen zur 
Mehrsprachigkeit ab.  
(Quelle: https://ec.europa.eu/education/policies/multilingualism/about-multilingualism-policy_de) 

Diese Aktivität ist für einen Jugendarbeitskontext gedacht. Sie zielt darauf ab, das Bewusstsein und die 
Wertschätzung für die sprachliche Vielfalt und die Neugierde auf die europäischen Sprachen zu fördern. Dies 
geschieht bewusst in einer nicht-schulischen Umgebung, losgelöst von jeglichen Sprachlern-Curricula oder 
Leistungsdruck. Durch die Konfrontation mit ungewohnten Fremdsprachen weckt und stärkt diese Aktivität auch die 
Empathie der Jugendlichen für Nicht-Muttersprachler. Diese Aktivität bewirkt einen Perspektivwechsel vor allem für 
diejenigen, die keine Erfahrung darin haben, sich in einer anderen Sprache orientieren zu müssen.  
Diese Aktivität wird in zwei Gruppen mit mindestens 2 Teilnehmern pro Gruppe durchgeführt. 
 

Voraussetzungen: 
2 Geräte mit dem BlaboLingo game / 1 Gerät pro Gruppe 

Einbindung in den Unterricht (40 - 60 Minuten) 
Vorbereitungsphase 

• Der Moderator wählt zwei verschiedene Sprachen, eine für jedes Gerät. Wählen Sie zwei Sprachen, die 
idealerweise niemand oder nur wenige Personen kennen. Falls Ihnen dies möglich ist, halten Sie die Wahl der 
Sprachen aber geheim. Öffnen Sie zwei verschiedene Levels/Etappen auf jedem Gerät.  

• Erklären Sie den Teilnehmenden, dass sie das Spiel gemeinsam in ihrer Gruppe spielen. Sie entscheiden 
gemeinsam über die richtigen Antworten. 

• Nach einer ersten Runde des Spiels bitten Sie die Teilnehmenden, das Spiel erneut zu spielen und nun über 
die genaue Bedeutung der Sätze zu spekulieren. Um das Verständnis zu unterstützen, können Sie die 
einzelnen Phrasen des Dialogs (die Sie im Skript finden) in Papierstreifen schneiden und die Sätze in die 
richtige Reihenfolge bringen lassen, während sie das Spiel spielen. Sie können auch die vermutete Bedeutung 



in ihrer Erstsprache unter dem Original aufschreiben. Wenn Sie denken, dass Ihre Teilnehmenden zusätzliche 
Unterstützung brauchen, schreiben Sie die Übersetzung der Sätze auf die Rückseite der Papierstreifen. Sagen 
Sie ihnen aber, dass sie nur überprüfen sollen, wenn sie mit dem Spekulieren fertig sind.  

• Nachdem sie die Bedeutung der Sätze herausgefunden haben, wählt jeder Teilnehmende einen Satz der 
Zielsprache und übt die Aussprache. Sie können das Audio in der Dialogblase so oft wie nötig wiederholen 
und die Teilnehmenden sollten ermutigt werden, sich gegenseitig zu unterstützen, um die Aussprache zu 
perfektionieren. Achten Sie darauf, dass die Satzstreifen am Ende dieser Phase verdeckt werden, so dass die 
andere Gruppe die aufgeschriebenen Sätze nicht sehen kann.  

Gruppenchallenge 

• Erklären Sie den Teilnehmenden, dass beide Gruppen in den nächsten 15 Minuten so viel wie möglich 
herausfinden müssen, was die andere Gruppe sagt. Sie sollten versuchen, alle folgenden Fragen zu 
beantworten:  

• Welche Sprache spricht die andere Gruppe?  

• Über welches Thema spricht die andere Gruppe? 

• Was sagen die einzelnen Teilnehmenden genau? 
Jede Gruppe kann die andere Gruppe auffordern, die Sätze so oft wie nötig zu wiederholen, aber die 
Gruppen dürfen nicht auf andere Weise interagieren. Lassen Sie sie zunächst ohne weitere Hilfe 
spekulieren. Beobachten Sie, wie weit die Gruppen mit dem kommen, was sie wissen, was vertraut klingt 
oder was sie aus dem Vergleich der Sätze erschließen können. Nach 5-10 Minuten, wenn Sie das Gefühl 
haben, dass es keine weiteren Fortschritte gibt, können Sie die Teilnehmenden ermutigen, ihre 
Smartphones zu verwenden (was immer noch nicht zu einfach sein sollte, da sie nur die Aussprache und 
nicht die Schreibweise kennen).  

• Bitten Sie nach den 15 Minuten eine Gruppe nach der anderen, zu präsentieren, was sie herausgefunden 
haben. Überprüfen Sie, wie viele der oben genannten drei Fragen beantwortet wurden und lassen Sie die 
andere Gruppe darauf reagieren, was richtig ist und was nicht. Prüfen Sie, welche Gruppe mehr Fragen 
beantwortet hat und somit gewonnen hat. Sie könnten einen kleinen Preis für die Gewinnergruppe 
bereitstellen. 

Reflektionsphase 

• Bitten Sie die Teilnehmenden, sich in einem Kreis zu versammeln, und schließen Sie die Sitzung ab, indem 
Sie die Erfahrung mit allen Teilnehmern besprechen. Sie können eine Klassendiskussion zu den folgenden 
Fragen moderieren oder alternativ für einen kooperativeren Ansatz eine Interaktionsroutine wie Think-Pair-
Share verwenden (Anleitung zu dieser Methode: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mig4olzUy4M). Wenn 
Sie diese Methode verwenden, achten Sie darauf, dass die Paare aus beiden vorherigen Gruppen gemischt 
werden, um einen fruchtbareren Austausch zu ermöglichen:  

• Haben Sie einen ähnliche Situation schon einmal erlebt? 

• Wie fühlt es sich an, nicht verstanden zu werden? 

• Wie fühlt es sich an, das Gegenüber nicht zu verstehen? 

• Wie hätten Sie das Gegenüber unterstützen können, um besser zu verstehen (ohne die 
Muttersprache oder eine andere Sprache zu nutzen)? 

Mögliche Folgeaktivitäten: 

• Die Teilnehmenden könnten BlaboLingo weiter nutzen, um mehr von der Zielsprache zu lernen oder in 
andere europäische Sprachen hineinzuschnuppern. 

• Die Teilnehmenden könnten Strategien entwickeln, um anderen Gleichaltrigen zu helfen, die ständig in 
einer anderen Sprache als ihrer Erstsprache operieren müssen.  

• Die Teilnehmenden könnten kurze Präsentationen oder Tutorials über andere Sprachen, die sie kennen, 
vorbereiten.  



• Die Teilnehmenden könnten mehr über das Land der Zielsprach recherchieren, das sie in ihrer Gruppe 
bearbeitet haben, und eine Präsentation über dieses Land entsprechend ihrer Interessen erstellen, wie z. B. 
die Vorstellung erfolgreicher Sportlerinnen oder Sportler des Landes oder die Zubereitung eines typischen 
Gerichts.  

  



 Lernde
nde 

Klasse: 3 Alter: 8-9 CEFR level: A1 

Thema  Schule Level / Etappe L1 / E1 

Unterrichtsplan 5 

Zielsprache: alle möglich 
 
Muttersprache: alle möglich 
 
Unterrichssprache: Zielsprache und 
Muttersprache 

Lernaktivität: 
◌ Vorentlastung 
● Lernen /Erarbeitung 
● Festigung 
● Wiederholung 
◌ Weitere: 

 Lernziel: 

✔ Die Lernenden können Objekte im 
Klassenraum benennen.  

 
Lernkontext: 
Die Lernenden lernen etwas über ihre Schulumgebung. Neuer Wortschatz zu persönlichen Objekten im Klassenraum 
kann gefestigt werden.   
Diese Lektion wird in einer Klasse mit bis zu 20 Lernenden durchgeführt. Ein interaktives Whiteboard kommt zum 
Einsatz.  

 
Prerequisites: 
Digitales Whiteboard 

 
Einbindung in den Unterricht (50 Minuten): 

1. Im Klassenverband wird bereits vorhandenes Wissen über persönliche Schulobjekte gebrainstromt.  
2. Lernende spielen das Spiel ein erstes Mal, um den Wortschatz wichtiger Objekte zu festigen, die ein Lernender 

in der Klasse verwendet. Die Lehrkraft hebt die richtigen Antworten hervor, wenn Fehler gemacht werden. 
3. Die Lehrkraft zeigt auf Gegenstände im Klassenzimmer und fragt nach deren Namen. 
4. Die Lernenden spielen das Spiel erneut ohne aktive Unterstützung des Lehrers, um neues Wissen zu 

systematisieren. 
5. Die Lehrkraft baut im Restverlauf der Unterrichtseinheit darauf auf. 

 
Mögliche Folgeaktivitäten: 
 

● Die Lehrkraft zeigt Karten mit wichtigen Objekten im Klassenraum. Die Schüler sollen schauen, zuhören und 
wiederholen. 

● Die Lernenden üben paarweise die Benennung von pesönlichen Gegenständen. 
● Ein Lernender nennt die Gegenstände und der/die Partner*in schreibt sie auf, um die Schreibweise zu üben. 
● Die Lehrkraft gibt den Lernenden ein Arbeitsblatt mit einigen Zuordnungsübungen: Stellen Sie die 

Übereinstimmung zwischen Schulgegenständen und ihren Namen her. 

 

  



 
Lernende Vorschule Alter: 3 bis 5 

Muttersprache in der 
Kindertageseinrichtung 

Thema Schule Level  L1 + L2 

Unterrichtsplan 6 

Zielsprache:  
Alle möglich 
Mother tongue:  
Alle möglich 
Language of teaching:  Muttersprache 

Lernaktivität: 
● Vorentlastung 
● Lernen / Erarbeitung 
◌ Festigung 
◌ Wiederholung 
◌ Sonstige: 

 Lernziele: 
✓ Die Lernenden kennen Wortschatz 

zur Schulumgebung 
✓ Die Lernenden festigen Aussprache 

und Syntax in der Muttersprache. 
 

 
Lernkontext: 
Die Arbeit findet ausschließlich mündlich statt. Die jungen Lernenden können noch nicht lesen - sie hören zu, 
wiederholen und lernen Wortschatz und Redemittel auswendig, um ihre Syntax zu bereichern. 
Dieser Unterricht findet in kleinen Gruppen von 5 bis 6 Schülern unter Verwendung eines interaktiven Whiteboards 
statt. 
Einige Lernende beherrschen ihre eigene Sprache noch nicht (1 oder 2 Schüler mit dem Klassencomputer). 
Der Unterricht wird von der Lehrkraft beaufsichtigt, die die Lernenden anleitet, Fragen stellt und auf die 
Sprechblasen klickt, je nach den Antworten der einzelnen Lernenden. 

 
Voraussetzungen: 
Zugang zu notwendiger IT-Ausstattung: Computer, interaktives Whiteboard 

 
Einbindung in den Unterricht (15 Minuten): 

• Halten Sie auf der Präsentationsszene an (Bsp.: Gegenstände und Möbel im Klassenzimmer) 

• Die Lehrkraft stellt das Spiel vor, indem sie die Szene beschreibt und die Figuren und Gegenstände benennt 
(Wiederholung des Wortschatzes) und lässt die Kinder dann wiederholen, indem sie auf ein Element zeigt 
(Festigung). 

• Die Lehrkraft spielt ein erstes Mal (Auswendiglernen von Vokabeln: die Lernenden beobachten und hören 
sich die Antworten an, sie geben ihre Meinung ab: bestätigen oder verwerfen die von der Lehrkraft gewählten 
Antworten). 

• Die Lehrkraft spielt ein zweites Mal, die Lernenden benennen die Gegenstände. Sie beantworten die Fragen, 
um 

a. den bereits gehörten Wortschatz wiederzuverwenden (Wiederholung der Wörter). 
b. richtig auszusprechen (Phonologie). 
c. einen korrekten Satz zu bilden (Syntax). 

• Die Lehrkraft bittet die Lernenden, sich im Klassenzimmer zu bewegen, um Gegenstände und Materialien zu 
suchen, auf sie zu zeigen und zu benennen, die dem Spiel ähnlich sind (ein Bleistift, ein Mäppchen, ein Tisch 
usw.). Benennen Sie dann andere Gegenstände im Klassenzimmer (Pinsel, einen Bleistiftanspitzer etc.)  

• Setzen Sie die Lektion fort, um den Wortschatz durch das Entdecken und Benennen anderer Objekte zu 
erweitern. 

 



 
Folgeaktivitäten: 

• Manipulationen: kleine Materialien im Klassenzimmer sammeln (Bleistift, Radiergummi, Pinsel, Blatt, 
Mäppchen, Marker, Schere, etc.), um sie durch Spielen und Manipulation zu benennen (Lotto-Spiel, Kim-
Spiel). 

• Fotos von Gegenständen und Möbeln im Klassenzimmer machen, um mit den Schülern Bilder zu erstellen, die 
als Unterstützung für Sprach- und Leseaktivitäten verwendet werden. 

• Fahren Sie anschließend mit den Bildern fort, um den im Spiel vorgeschlagenen Wortschatz zu trainieren: 
Farben, Familienmitglieder, Zahlen, Handlungen, Essen. 

 
 



5. Fallbeispiele 
 

Fallstudie Nr. 1 - Italien 
 
Kontext: 
BlaboLingo wurde in der ersten Klasse einer Grundschule (6/7 Jahre alt), getestet. 
Die Schülerin ist ein kleines Mädchen; sie kommt aus Ägypten, sie ist im Sommer 2020 in Italien 
angekommen, sie hat bereits ein paar italienische Wörter und einfache Sätze gelernt. Zu Hause spricht 
sie Arabisch. 
 
Anwendung von BlaboLingo: 
BlaboLingo wurde in einer sehr kleinen Gruppe außerhalb der Klasse eingesetzt (1 oder 2 Lernende mit 
einer Lehrkraft). Ziel war es, die grundlegenden Fähigkeiten des Zuhörens, Verstehens und Sprechens 
zu erweitern, Menschen in verschiedenen Situationen zu begrüßen und neue Freunde in der Schule 
oder an anderen Orten zu finden.  
BlaboLingo half der Schülerin, ihr Wissen durch spielerische Aktivitäten zu festigen und sich in der 
italienischen Sprache wohler und sicherer zu fühlen. 
 
Wirkung auf das Lernen und Lehren: 
Die Schülerin hatte Spaß an dem Spiel und sie war engagiert, die italienische Sprache zu verbessern. 
BlaboLingo ist eine effektive Unterstützung für den Unterricht von Kindern mit 
Migrationshintergrund.  
 

 

 

Fallstudie Nr. 2 - Portugal 
 
Kontext: 
BlaboLingo wurde mit einer Gruppe von Kindern mit Migrationshintergrund, Klasse 5 (10/11 Jahre alt), 
ausprobiert. 
Die Schüler*Innen sind dieses Jahr in Portugal angekommen; sie kommen aus verschiedenen Ländern 
wie Marokko, Bulgarien, Belgien, den Niederlanden, ... Einige sind gerade erst angekommen, andere 
kamen vor ein paar Monaten, Ende 2020. Ihre Portugiesisch-Kenntnisse sind unterschiedlich, einige 
wissen gar nichts und andere nur einige Wörter und einfache Sätze. Zu Hause sprechen sie ihre 
Herkunftssprache. 
 
Anwendung von BlaboLingo: 
BlaboLingo wurde in einer kleinen Gruppe im Unterricht eingesetzt. Ziel war es, die grundlegenden 
Fähigkeiten des Zuhörens, Verstehens und Sprechens zu erweitern, Menschen in verschiedenen 
Situationen zu begrüßen und neue Freunde in der Schule oder an anderen Orten zu finden.  
BlaboLingo half den Schülern, ihr Wissen durch spielerische Aktivitäten zu festigen und sich in der 
portugiesischen Sprache wohler und sicherer zu fühlen. 
 
Impact on teaching and learning: 



Die Lernenden hatten Spaß am Spiel und waren engagiert, die portugiesische Sprache zu verbessern. 
BlaboLingo ist eine effektive Unterstützung für den Unterricht von Kindern mit Migrationshintergrund. 

 

 

Fallstudie Nr. 3 - FRANKREICH 
 
Kontext: 
Blabolingo wurde von einer Französischlehrerin verwendet, der Schüler*innen im Alter von 7 bis 9 
Jahren Englisch beibringt. Jeden Tag, morgens, wenn sie in der Klasse aommen, sprechen die Schüler 
auf Englisch, um sich über das Wetter, das Datum, die Abwesenden usw. zu informieren. Regelmäßig 
werden einfache Anweisungen auf Englisch gegeben, die es ihnen ermöglichen, Vokabeln in Bezug auf 
das Klassenmaterial, Zahlen und Farben zu lernen. Für die anderen Themen haben die Schüler*innen 2 
wöchentliche Englischstunden von ca. 40 Minuten. 
Diese Lehrerin hat Englisch nur als zweite Fremdsprache in der weiterführenden Schule gelernt (die 
erste Fremdsprache war Deutsch). Die Lehrerin versucht, ihr Englisch zu verbessern, hat aber keine 
Gelegenheit zum Üben. Sie macht zwar Fortschritte beim Verstehen, fühlt sich aber beim Sprechen 
nicht wohl, vor allem wegen Ausspracheschwierigkeiten. Sie verwendet normalerweise Audio-CDs mit 
kurzen Dialogen zu verschiedenen Themen. Diese Hilfsmittel wurden von französischen 
Englischlehrer*innen entwickelt. 
 
Anwendung von BlaboLingo: 
Die Lehrerin beherrscht den Wortschatz, der während der täglichen Morgenaktivitäten verwendet 
wird, aber beim Rest hat sie Schwierigkeiten, vor allem mit der Aussprache der Wörter, insbesondere 
mit der richtigen Betonung der Silben. 
Das Ziel ist es, die korrekte Aussprache der Wörter zu erreichen. Das Spiel (Familie/Freunde und 
Transportteile) wurde von der Lehrerin vor dem Einsatz im Unterricht verwendet. 
 
Impact on teaching and learning: 
Das Spiel hat sich insofern als interessant erwiesen, als dass man sich die verschiedenen Dialoge so oft 
anhören kann, wie man möchte. Dies ist bei den anderen Audio-Lehrmitteln, die wir haben, nicht der 
Fall (man kann sich nicht einen Satz anhören, sondern muss sich die ganze Passage anhören. Wenn Sie 
sich die ganze Passage angehört haben, haben Sie die Aussprache des Wortes, das Ihnen Probleme 
bereitet hat, vergessen). 
Außerdem bedeutet die Tatsache, dass die Wörter von Muttersprachlern ausgesprochen werden, dass 
die Aussprache nicht künstlich ist wie bei Audio-CDs, die von Franzosen gemacht wurden. (Oft klingen 
die Aussprache und Intonation übertrieben und bringen die Schüler zum Lachen!) 
Die Tatsache, dass die Fragen auch noch einmal angehört werden können, ist für den Lehrer 
interessant, da die Intonation der Fragen im Englischen und im Französischen nicht die gleiche ist (im 
Französischen sind wir bei allen Arten von Fragen an eine "steigende" Intonation gewöhnt und es ist 
sehr schwierig, diese Gewohnheit zu abzulegen). 
Im Unterricht erlaubt der Einsatz des Spiels einem Lehrer, der sich nicht sehr wohl fühlt, sich nicht 
mehr auf Audio-CDs oder ein Tool wie "howjsay" oder den Audioteil von google translation zu 
verlassen.  
 

 



 

 

Fallstude Nr. 4 – Vereinigtes Königsreich 
 
Kontext: 
Ein Lehrassistent leitet den Französischunterricht für die Klasse 5 einer britischen Schule. Die Kinder 
haben lediglich Grundkenntnisse der französischen Sprache. Sie haben derzeit Zugang alle zwei 
Wochen eine 45-minütige Unterrichtsstunde auf einer rotierenden Basis.   
 
Anwendung von BlaboLingo: 
BlaboLingo wurde in kleinen Gruppen neben dem aktuellen Französisch-Lernmaterial ausprobiert. Es 
passt zu den aktuell Unterrichtsinhalten und konnte daher sehr leicht in einen Unterrichtsblock 
eingebaut werden. Eine Gruppe (von ca. 6 Kindern) spielte das Spiel, während die anderen 
verschiedene Aufgaben (Wortschatzsammlung, Hörverständnisaufgaben, Schreiben von Sätzen) 
erledigten. Sie nutzten den Vorteil, dass sie sich jede Vokabel noch einmal anhören konnten, bevor sie 
sie mündlich wiederholten. So konnte jedes Kind in seinem eigenen Tempo lernen und wurde bei 
Bedarf entsprechend unterstützt. 
Es bot sich ihnen auch die Möglichkeit, wichtigen Wortschatz vorzulernen, bevor sie an Gesprächen 
teilnahmen und schriftliche Aufgaben bearbeiteten. 
 
Wirkung auf Lernen und Lehren: 
Die Kinder genossen es, das Spiel zu spielen und waren daher sehr engagiert beim Französischlernen, 
was dem Klassenmanagement zu Gute kam.  Da die Kinder engagiert waren, konnte sich die Lehrkraft 
auf andere konzentrieren, die Unterstützung benötigten, und deren Fortschritt während der Stunde 
beurteilen.  Es ermöglichte dem Lehrassistenten auch, die Sprache ohne vorherige Sprachkenntnisse 
im Unterricht zu behandeln.  Das ist ein großer Pluspunkt! 
Die Kinder waren in der Lage, selbstständig französische Vokabeln zu lesen, zu hören und zu 
wiederholen, bevor sie diese beim Lesen, Schreiben und Sprechen in die Praxis umsetzten.   
 
 

 

 

 

 



 

6. Annex I: Detailed scenarios (nur auf Englisch) 
 

In Annex I, teachers will find the detailed scripts for each game scene. These will help with lesson preparation and guidance through the game. 

 

Greetings and Appearance 
TOPIC Basic greetings LEVEL / STAGE 1 / 1 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Player arrives in the school yard, 
following the guide. They will meet 
other children and the teacher Mr. 
Smith (Clock on wall shows morning 
e.g. 9am.) 

Sam School yard 
school building in the background 

Hello 
Good morning 
Welcome 
Thank you 
My name is 
Goodbye 
See you later 

Ben / Emily 

Mrs.Taylor 

Anna 

Mr. Smith 

Imani 

Jasmin 

Ruby 

Adam 

Luke 

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Guide, Mr. Smith, and Mrs. Taylor talking in 
school yard. Player watching from aside. 
Guide: Hello (waves at Mr. Smith and Mrs. 
Taylor) 
Mr. Smith: Good morning.   (waves at Guide) 
Mrs. Taylor: Welcome 
Guide: Thank you  
Mr. Smith: My name is Mr. Smith (points to 
self). What’s your name? (points to Guide) 
Guide: My name is Sam. 
Mrs. Taylor: My name is Mrs. Taylor. 
(Bell rings) Guide waves and turns away 
Guide: Goodbye  
Mrs. Taylor: See you later 
Guide beckons Player to come into the school 
yard. 

1: Guide is speaking to player Guide: Good morning (waves at player) Goodbye 

Please 

Hello  

Guide: Welcome No 

Thank you 

See you later 

Guide: What’s your name? My name is Ben/Emily 

Hello 

Goodbye 

Anna to player: Good morning (waves at player) Goodbye 

Please 



2: Guide greets Anna: Hello, Anna 
Anna responds: Good morning, Sam 
Player follows. 

Hello 

Anna: Welcome No 

Thank you 

See you later 

Anna: See you later (waves and turns away) No 

Thank you 

See you later 

3: Guide greets teacher formally:Good morning, Mr 
Smith 
Mr. Smith responds: Good morning, Sam 

Teacher: Good morning (waves at player) Good morning, Mr Smith 

Please 

Goodbye 

Teacher: Welcome No 

Thank you 

See you later 

Teacher: Goodbye (waves and turns away) No 

Thank you 

Goodbye 

TOPIC Introductions LEVEL / STAGE 1 / 2 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Player is stood with guide in school 
yard when Karim approaches (Clock 
on wall shows afternoon e.g. 2pm.) 
(in the background: Anna and Sue in a 
wheelchair) 

Sam School yard 
school building in the background 

I’m good 
I’m OK Ben / Emily 

Karim 

Anna 

Sue 

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Guide: Hello (waves) 
Karim: Good afternoon (waves) 
Guide: This is Ben/Emily (introduces player, 
gesturing towards them with hand) 
Karim: Hi Ben/Emily. My name is Karim. (Points 
to self) 
Guide: How are you? 
Karim: I’m good thanks. (Thumbs up) How are 
you? 
Guide: I’m OK thanks. (Thumbs up) 

1: Guide is speaking to player Guide: Good afternoon (waves at player) Goodbye 

Please 

Good afternoon  

Guide: How are you? I’m OK, thanks 

Thank you 

See you later 

Hi 



Both wave-  
Guide: See you later  
Karim: See you later 

Guide:  Beckons Player to follow to meet some more 
kids (Anna and Sue) 
This is Anna 

Please 

Thank you 

2: Guide greets Anna: Hi 
 Anna responds: Good afternoon 

Anna: Hello (waves at player) Goodbye 

Please 

Good afternoon  

Anna: My name is Anna. (points to self) What’s your 
name? (points to player) 

My name is Ben/ Emily 

Thank you 

See you later 

Anna: Welcome I’m OK, thanks 

Thank you 

See you later 

3: Guide greets Sue: Hi 
Sue responds Good afternoon 

Sue: Good afternoon (waves at player) Goodbye 

Please 

Hi 

Sue: My name is Sue (points to self) What’s your name? 
(points to player) 

My name is Ben/Emily 

Thank you 

See you later 

Sue: How are you? I’m OK, thanks 

Thank you 

See you later 

TOPIC Consolidation of greetings and 
introductions 

LEVEL / STAGE 1 / 3 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Player is watching guide in the school 
yard. (Clock on wall shows afternoon 
e.g. 2pm.) 
(Karim, Anna and Sue are playing in 
the background) 

Sam School yard 
school building in the background 

Good afternoon 
Mr 
Mrs 

Ben / Emily 

Mrs. Taylor 

Mrs. West 

Mrs. Grant 

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Guide and  teacher Mr. Smith talking in school 
yard - player watching from the side gate. 
Mr Smith: Good afternoon Sam 
Guide: Good afternoon Mr. Smith 

1: Player moves to stand with Guide and teacher Mr. 
Smith 

Mr. Smith: Good afternoon (waves at player) Goodbye 

Please 

Good afternoon 



Mr. Smith: How are you? 
Guide: I’m OK thanks. 
Guide beckons Player to join them 

My name is Mr. Smith. (points to self) What’s your 
name? (points to player) 

My name is Ben/Emily 

Thank you 

See you later 

Mr. Smith: Welcome I'm OK, thanks 

Thank you 

See you later 

2: Lunch lady Mrs. West comes over to group and 
greets teacher “Good afternoon, Mr. Smith”  
Mr. Smith responds “Good afternoon, Mrs. West, this is 
Ben/Emily” Gestures to Player 

Lunch lady Mrs. West:  (waves at player): Good 
afternoon, Ben/Emily 

Goodbye 

Please 

Good afternoon, Mrs. West 

Lunch lady Mrs. West: Welcome I'm OK, thanks 

Thank you 

See you later 

Lunch lady Mrs. West: How are you? I'm good, thanks 

Goodbye 

See you later 

3: Headteacher Mrs. Grant comes over to group and 
greets everyone “Good afternoon, Mrs. West, Mr. 
Smith, Sam.” 
Mr. Smith responds “Good afternoon, Mrs Grant. This is 
Ben/Emily (Gestures to player) 

Headteacher Mrs. Grant: Good afternoon (waves at 
player) 

Goodbye 

Please 

Good afternoon, Mrs. Grant 

Headteacher Mrs. Grant: Welcome Goodbye 

Thank you 

See you later 

Headteacher Mrs. Grant: (Bell rings) Headteacher 
begins to turn away and waves “Goodbye” 

I'm OK, thanks 

Thank you 

Goodbye 

TOPIC Telling own age LEVEL / STAGE 2 / 1 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Guide approaches group of other kids 
with Player 

Sam Park near the school 7 years old 
8 years old 
9 years old 
10 years old 

Ben / Emily 

Adam 

Ruby 

Jasmin 

Imani 

  

  

  

  



Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Guide begins chatting with Adam 
Guide: Hello (waves) 
Adam: Hi (waves) 
Guide: I’m Sam. (Gestures to self) What’s your 
name? (Gestures to other player) 
Adam: I’m Adam (Gestures to self) 
Guide: How are you? 
Adam: I’m good thank you. (Gives thumbs up) 
How are you? 
Guide: I’m OK, thanks. (Thumbs up). 
I’m 8 years old. How old are you?  
Adam: I’m 9 years old. 
Guide and player move to speak to Ruby. 

1: Guide and Player move to speak to Ruby 
Guide says: Hello. What’s your name? 
Ruby responds: Hi. My name is Ruby. 

Ruby: What’s your name? My name is Ben/Emily 

No 

Thank you 

Ruby: How are you? I'm OK, thanks 

Goodbye 

Thank you 

Ruby: I’m 9 years old. (Thought bubble appears on 
screen with number 9 on a birthday cake) How old are 
you? 

I’m 8 years old  

Hello 

Please 

2: Ruby introduces another new child - Jasmin to the 
player: This is Jasmin. 

Jasmin: Hello Hi 

Goodbye 

Yes 

Jasmin: What’s your name? My name is Ben/Emily 

Thank you 

Hello 

Jasmin: I’m 7 years old. (Thought bubble appears on 
screen with number 7 on a birthday cake) How old are 
you? 

I'm 8 years old 

No 

Please 

3: New child - Imani comes over to the group: Hello 
Sam greets Imani: Hello Imani. 
Jasmin introduces the player: This is Ben/Emily. 

Imani: Hi Ben/Emily. How are you? I'm OK, thanks 

No 

Goodbye 

Imani: I’m 10 years old. (Thought bubble appears on 
screen with number 10 on a birthday cake) How old are 
you?  

I'm 8 years old 

Please 

Yes 

Imani: See you later Goodbye 

Hello 

I'm 8 years old 

TOPIC Saying dates / birthdays LEVEL / STAGE 2 / 2 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Guide approaches another group of 
kids with Player 

Sam Park near the school. The calendar will 
appear in a bubble and show the 
appropriate month and day. 

January, February, March, April, May, June, July, 
August, September, October, November, 
December 

Ben / Emily 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th 

Karim 
 

Anna  

Luke   



Sue   

    

    

    

    

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Guide begins speaking to one of the kids - 
Karim. 
Guide: Hi Karim. 
Karim: Hi Sam. How are you? 
Guide: I’m good thanks. How are you? 
Karim: I’m OK. 
Guide: How old are you? 
Karim: I’m 9 years old. How old are you? 
Guide: I’m 8 years old. When is your birthday? 
Karim: My birthday is May 9th. When is your 
birthday? 
Guide: My birthday is July 2nd. 
Guide, player and Karim move to speak to 
another kid - Anna . 

1: Guide and Karim move to speak to another kid - 
Anna. 
Guide introduces player: This is Ben/Emily. 

Anna: Hi Ben/Emily. How are you? I'm OK, thanks 

No 

Goodbye 

Anna: I’m 9 years old. How old are you? I'm 8 years old 

Please 

Thank you 

Anna: My birthday is January 4th. (Thought bubble 
appears on screen above containing a calendar; flicks 
through pages and stops on January with the 4th 
circled). When is your birthday? 

My birthday is September 1st 

Hello 

Goodbye 

2: Anna introduces another new kid - Luke to the 
player: This is Luke. 

Luke: What’s your name? I'm Ben/Emily 

I'm 8 years old 

Hello 

Luke: I’m 10 years old. How old are you? I'm 8 years old 

Thank you 

Goodbye 

Luke: My birthday is December 2nd. (Thought bubble 
appears on screen above containing a calendar; flicks 
through pages and stops on December with the 2nd 
circled).  When is your birthday? 

My birthday is September 1st  

I'm 8 years old 

My name is Ben. 

3: Sue comes over to the group: Hello. 
She is greeted by Sam: Hello, Sue 

Sue: Hi Ben/Emily. How old are you? I'm 8 years old 

I'm Emily 

Hello 

Sue: My birthday is August 9th. (Thought bubble 
appears on screen above containing a calendar; flicks 
through pages and stops on August with the 9th 
circled).  When is your birthday? 

My birthday is September 1st  

I'm 9 years old 

Thank you 

Sue: Goodbye See you later 

Hello 

Thank you 

TOPIC Physical descriptions LEVEL / STAGE 2 / 3 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Sam Tall 



Guide is in the school yard with the 
player, other kids and Mr. Smith 

Ben / Emily 

School yard 
school building in the background 

Short 

Luke Eyes 

Jasmin Hair 

Mr. Smith Glasses 

Karim Brown 

  Blue 

  Green 

  Blonde  

  
 

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Guide is in the school yard with the player and 
another kid - Jasmin. 
Guide to Jasmin: Hello Jasmin. This is 
Ben/Emily. (Introducing player to Jasmin) 
 
Guide and Jasmin stand next to each other with 
player alongside them, Guide is in the middle. 
 
Guide gestures over his head: I am tall ( then 
gestures over player’s head) you are tall (then 
gestures over Jasmin's head) She is short. 
 
Karim: I have green eyes (camera zooms to 
Karim's’s eyes) He has brown eyes (camera 
zooms to Guide’s eyes), you have blue eyes 
(Emily) / brown eyes (Ben) (camera zooms to 
player’s eyes.) 
 
Guide: I have short ginger hair (camera zooms 
to Guide’s hair) She has long black hair (camera 
zooms to Jasmin’s hair) you have short, black 
(Ben) / medium brown  hair (camera zooms to 
player’s hair). 

1: Guide and Jasmin question player to check 
understanding 

Guide: What colour is your hair? (image of brown hair - 
Emily / black hair - Ben) 

My hair is blonde  

My hair is brown (Emily) / My hair is black (Ben) 

My hair is green 

Guide: Are you tall or short?  (image of tall person) I am tall 

I am short 

I am blonde 

Jasmin: What colour are your eyes?  (image of brown 
eyes- Ben, blue eyes - Emily) 

My eyes are blue (Emily) 

My eyes are brown (Ben) 

My eyes are yellow 

2: Luke joins the group (tall boy with blonde hair and 
blue eyes) 

Luke: What colour is my hair?   Your hair is blonde 

Your hair is brown 

Your hair is green 

Luke: Am I tall or short? You are tall 

You are short 

You are blonde 

Luke: What colour are my eyes? Your eyes are blue 

Your eyes are brown 

Your eyes are yellow 

3: Camera zooms to poster on the wall of the school 
yard with a monster on it. Monster has 3 red eyes and 
green hair. 

Teacher Mr. Smith: How many eyes does he have? He has 2 eyes 

He has 3 eyes 

He has 4 eyes 

Teacher Mr. Smith: What colour is his hair? He has red hair 

He has blue hair 

He has green hair 

Teacher Mr. Smith: What colour are his eyes? He has red eyes 

He has yellow eyes 



He has brown eyes 

TOPIC Place of origin LEVEL / STAGE 3 / 1 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB  

Geography classroom with map of 
Europe on the wall. Each country has 
their flag on to help identify it. 

Sam Geography classroom at school  United Kingdom, France, Germany, Portugal, 
Italy Ben / Emily 

Mrs. Taylor 

Luke 

Ruby 

Sue 

Anna 

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Teacher Mrs. Taylor is at the front of the 
classroom stood next to the map of Europe. 
Teacher points to the map and names the 
countries, 
“United Kingdom, France, Germany, Portugal, 
Italy.” 
She then points to relevant country e.g. UK 
(Thought bubble containing flag appears above 
her head) and says to Guide: 
“Where am I from?” 
Guide: You are from the United Kingdom. 
Teacher: Where are you from? 
(Thought bubble appears above Guide’s head 
containing flag for UK) 
Guide: I am from the United Kingdom. 
Teacher then asks Guide: Where is he from? 
(Indicates to Luke - Thought bubble containing 
flag for Germany appears above his head:  
Guide: He is from Germany 
Teacher asks Guide: Where are they from? 
(Indicates to 2 children with Portuguese flag 
above their heads (Ruby and Sue). 
Guide: They are from Portugal 
 
In the entry point the teacher and Guide are 
from the country of the learnt language, in this 
case UK. 

1: Camera zooms to Luke in the classroom Luke: Hello, I am Luke. What’s your name? My name is Ben/Emily 

No 

Thank you 

Luke: I’m from Germany (thought bubble appears 
above Luke’s head with German flag in it) Where are 
you from? Flag of the UI language appears above 
player’s head – here UK 

I’m from the United Kingdom 

Hello 

Please 

Luke: Where is my friend Sam from? (French flag 
appears above Guide's head.) 

He is from the United Kingdom 

I am from France 

Thanks 

2: Camera zooms to Anna in the classroom Anna: Hello, how are you? Hi. I'm OK, thanks. 

Goodbye 

Yes 

Anna: Where am I from? (Thought bubble with Italian 
flag appears above her head) 

You are from Italy 

Thank you 

Hello 

Anna: Where is my friend Luke from? (German flag 
appears above Luke's head.) 

He is from Germany 

I am from Germany 

Goodbye 

3: Camera zooms to Guide Guide: Where are you from? 
(Flag of the UI language appears above player’s head - 
check language versions! - Here UK.) 

I am from the United Kingdom 

You are from the United Kingdom 

Goodbye 

I'm from France 



Guide: Where am I from? (Thought bubble containing 
French flag appears above guide’s head) 

You are from the United Kingdom 

He is from the United Kingdom 

Guide: Where are my friends from? (Thought bubble 
containing Portuguese flag appears above Sue and 
Ruby) 

I am from Portugal 

You are from Portugal 

They are from Portugal 

TOPIC Like + clothing items LEVEL / STAGE 3 / 2 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Player and guide are in the Guide’s 
bedroom with three friends - Imani, 
Adam and Jasmin 

Sam Guide's bedroom Dress 
T-shirt 
Shorts 
Jumper 
Skirt 
Sandals 
Trainers 
Boots 
Hat 
Sunglasses 
Bag 

Ben / Emily 

Imani 

Adam 

Jasmin 

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Guide and Player on one side (sitting), and 
Imani, Adam and Jasmin opposite them. There 
is a mirror in between. Imani looks into the 
mirror and says: 
 
I like to wear a dress (camera zooms to show). 
You  like to wear a T-shirt and shorts (camera 
zooms on Adam to show). 
She likes to wear a jumper and jeans (camera 
zooms on Jasmin to show). 
 
I like to wear sandals (camera zooms to show). 
He likes to wear trainers (camera zooms on 
Adam to show). 
She likes to wear boots (camera zooms on 
Jasmin to show). 
 
I like to wear a hat (camera zooms to show 
summer hat). 
You like to wear sunglasses (camera zooms on 
Adam to show). 
She likes to wear a cap (camera zooms on 
Jasmin to show). 

1: Guide questions the player: Guide: Do you like to wear a T-shirt, a jumper or a 
dress? (picture of T shirt for Ben, picture of dress for 
Emily) 

I like to wear a T-shirt (correct for Ben) 

I like to wear a jumper 

I like to wear a dress (correct for Emily) 

Guide: Do I like to wear sandals, trainers or 
boots?(picture of trainers) 

You like to wear sandals 

You like to wear boots 

You like to wear trainers 

Guide: Does Jasmin like to wear boots and jeans or 
trainers and sunglasses? (picture of boots and jeans) 

She likes to wear boots and jeans 

You like to wear boots and sunglasses 

She likes to wear trainers and sunglasses 

2: Guide questions the player: Guide: Does Adam like to wear jeans, a skirt or shorts? 
(picture of shorts) 

He likes to wear a skirt 

He likes to wear shorts 

He likes to wear jeans 

Guide: Does Jasmin like to wear shorts, jeans or a skirt? 
(picture of jeans) 

She likes to wear shorts 

She likes to wear a skirt 

She likes to wear jeans 

Guide: Does Adam like to wear a hat, sunglasses or a 
cap? (picture of sunglasses) 

He likes to wear a hat. 

He likes to wear sunglasses 

He likes to wear jeans 



3: Adam questions player: Adam: Do I like to wear a dress, shorts or a skirt? 
(picture of a dress) 

You like to wear a dress 

You like to wear a skirt 

You like to wear shorts 

Adam: Does Jasmin like to wear a jumper, a dress or a 
T-shirt? (picture of jumper) 

She likes to wear a T-shirt 

She likes to wear a jumper 

She likes to wear a dress 

Adam: Does Imani like to wear trainers and sunglasses 
or sandals and a hat? (picture of sandals and a hat) 

You like to wear trainers and sunglasses 

She likes to wear sandals and a hat 

She like to wear boots and a cap 

TOPIC Would like + clothing items LEVEL / STAGE 3 / 3 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Player, Guide, Anna and Luke are in a 
clothes shop looking at clothes they 
would like to buy. 

Sam Clothes Shop - same as N&C level 3/3 Trousers 
Shirt 
Socks 
Jogging bottoms 
Hoodie 
Cap 
Jeans 
Top 
Jacket 

Ben / Emily 

Luke 

Anna 

Shop Assistant Clothes 

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Guide, Luke, Anna and Player in their usual 
clothes are standing in front of a clothes 
rack/rail. As they say what clothes they would 
like to buy, the shop assistant pulls them out of 
the rack. 
 
Shop Assistant: How can I help you? 
 
Guide steps forward.  
Guide: I would like to buy light blue trousers, a 
red shirt and white socks. 
Shop assistant pulls out light blue trousers, red 
shirt and white socks. 
 
Shop Assistant: What would you like to buy? 
(turns to Anna) 
 
Anna steps forward. 
Anna: I would like to buy black jogging 
bottoms, a green hoodie and a grey cap. 

1: Shop assistant questions player Shop Assistant:  How can I help you? 
(Player pulls out of the rack black trousers.) 

I would like to buy black trousers 

She would like to buy white trousers 

He would like to buy blue trousers 

Shop Assistant:What else would you like to buy?  
(Player pulls out of the rack light blue jeans)  

I would also like to buy light blue jeans 

You would also like to buy green jeans 

We would also like to buy purple jeans 

Shop Assistant: Anything else? 
(Player pulls out of the rack grey jogging bottoms.) 

I would also like to buy grey jogging bottoms 

You would also like to buy grey jogging bottoms 

She would also like to buy pink jogging bottoms 

2: Shop Assistant walks away and leaves the friends on 
their own. 
Guide questions player 

Guide: What would I like to buy?  
(Guide pulls out of the rack a dark blue shirt)  

You would like to buy a dark blue shirt 

You would like to buy a red cap 

You would like to buy pink trainers 

Guide: What would Luke like to buy? 
(Luke pulls out of the rack a red jacket.)  

He would like to buy a red jacket 

He would like to buy a blue jacket 



Shop assistant pulls out black jogging bottoms, 
a green hoodie and a grey cap 
 
Shop Assistant: Anything else? What would you 
like to buy? (turns to Luke) 
 
Luke steps forward. 
Luke: I would like to buy dark blue jeans. I 
would also like to buy a pink top and a purple 
jacket. 
Shop assistant pulls out dark blue jeans, a pink 
top (long sleeved) and a purple jacket. 

He would like to buy a black jacket 

Guide: What would Anna like to buy? 
Anna pulls out of the rack pink socks.)  

She would like to buy pink socks 

You would like to buy a yellow T-shirt 

She would like to buy a green dress 

3: Guide questions player Guide: What else would Luke like to buy? 
(Luke pulls out of the rack a green cap.)  

He would also like to buy a green cap 

We would also like to buy a pink cap 

You would also like to buy a black cap 

Guide: What else would you like to buy? 
(Player pulls out of the rack a purple hoodie.)  

I would also like to buy a purple hoodie 

You would also like to buy a white hoodie 

I would also like to buy a red hoodie 

Guide: What else would Anna like to buy?  
(Anna pulls out of the rack a white top)  

You would also like to buy a white top 

She would also like to buy a white top 

He would also like to buy a white top 

 

Numbers and Colours 
TOPIC Numbers 1 to 10 LEVEL / STAGE 1 / 1 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Guide and player are in a classroom 
with other kids, the teacher Mr. Smith 
is teaching numbers from 1 to 10.  

Sam Classroom in the school   

Ben / Emily 

Mr. Smith 

Anna 

Karim 

Imani 

Jasmin 

Ruby 

Adam 

Luke 

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Mr. Smith has a pack of cards and he draws 
cards with numbers on them.  Mr. Smith is 
counting to class numbers 1-10. Word for each 
number is written underneath each numeral. 
Teacher pointing to each number as he counts. 
Guide then counts from 1 to 10 again.  

1: Teacher questions the player using the cards 
(cards show digits, but not the words) 

Teacher shows number card for 2: Which number is 
this?  

Two 

Three 

Four 

Teacher shows number card for 5: Which number is 
this? 

Four 

Five 



Six 

Teacher shows number card for 9: Which number is 
this? 

Seven 

Eight 

Nine 

2: Teacher questions the player using the cards 
(Teacher shows first card, then second card. The third 
card which is the answer comes out only once the 
correct answer is given) 

Teacher: What comes next? One, Two... Two 

Three 

Four 

Teacher: What comes next? Five, Six Seven 

Eight 

Nine 

Teacher: What comes next? Eight, Nine... Four 

Nine 

Ten 

3: three sets of three cards are shown by Mr. Smith-  
First one has number 2 missing 1 _ 3 
Second one has number 5 missing 4 _ 6 
Third one has number 9 missing 7 8 _ 
 
Teacher questions the player. 

Teacher:  Which number is missing? One 

Two 

Three 

Teacher:  Which number is missing? Five 

Six 

Seven 

Teacher:  Which number is missing? Seven 

Eight 

Nine 

TOPIC Months of the year LEVEL / STAGE 1 / 2 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Mrs. Taylor is teaching the months of 
the year.  

Sam School hall numbers 1 to 12 
months of the year 
year 

Ben / Emily 

Mrs. Taylor 

Mr. Smith 

Mrs. Grant 

Anna, Karim 

Sue, Ruby 

Imani, Jasmin 

Adam, Luke 

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Which is month number two? February 



Everyone is standing in a row from 1 to 12, 
except for the Player, who is facing the row. 
Each person steps forward as they say their 
sentence. 
 
Mrs. Taylor: There are twelve months in a year. 
Mrs. West: Month number one is January. 
Sam: Month number two is February. 
Anna: Month number three is March. 
Karim: Month number four is April. 
Mr. Smith: Month number five is May. 
Sue: Month number six is June. 
Ruby: Month number seven is July. 
Imani: Month number eight is August. 
Mrs. Grant: Month number nine is September. 
Jasmin: Month number ten is October. 
Adam: Month number eleven is November. 
Luke: Month number twelve is December. 
 
then they repeat only the names of the month 
making a step again. 
 
Mrs. West: January 
Sam: February 
Anna: March 
Karim: April 
Mr. Smith: May 
Suet: June 
Ruby: July 
Imani: August 
Mrs. Grant: September 
Jasmin: October 
Adam: November 
Luke: December 

1. Mrs. West says: Month number one is January. 
Then asks about the next three months.  

March 

April 

Which is month number three? February 

March 

April 

Which is month number four? February 

March 

April 

2. Mr. Smith says: Month number five is May. 
Then asks about the next three months.  

Which is month number six? June 

July 

August 

Which is month number seven? June 

July 

August 

Which is month number eight? June 

July 

August 

1. Mrs. Grant says: Month number nine is September.  Which is month number ten? October 

November 

December 

Which is month number eleven? October 

November 

December 

Which is month number twelve? October 

November 

December 

TOPIC Naming colours LEVEL / STAGE 1 / 3 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Player and Guide are in the Art 
Classroom. Mrs. Grant is teaching art. 

Sam Art Classroom   

Ben / Emily 

Mrs. Grant 

Anna 

Karim 

Imani 

Jasmin 

Ruby 



Adam 

Luke 

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Mrs. Grant brings class back into classroom 
ready for art lesson.   
Mrs. Grant holds up paint palette. 
Points to and says out loud each colour. 
Every colour is repeated by a child. 
Mrs. Grant: This is red. 
Sam: Red 
Mrs. Grant: This is blue 
Anna: Blue 
Mrs. Grant: This is yellow 
Karim: Yellow 
Mrs. Grant: This is green 
Imani: Green 
Mrs. Grant: This colour is brown 
Jasmin: Brown 
Mrs. Grant: This colour is black 
Ruby: Black 
Mrs. Grant: This colour is white 
Adam: White 
Mrs. Grant: Red and blue make purple 
Luke: Purple 
Mrs. Grant: Red and white make pink 
Anna: Pink 
Mrs. Grant: Red and yellow make orange 
Karim: Orange 
Mrs. Grant: Black and white make grey 
Ruby: Grey 

1: Classroom transformed for art lesson. Paints, easel, 
palettes around the room. Mrs. Grant points to her 
palette for Tasks.  

Teacher asking Player: What colour is this? 
/picture of colour blue/ 

Blue 

Red 

Yellow 

Teacher asking Player: What colour is this? 
/picture of colour green/ 

Green 

Black 

Purple 

Teacher asking Player: What colour is this? 
/picture of colour orange/ 

Orange 

Brown 

Pink 

2: Questions are asked by the Guide. Player daydreaming looking outside at the sky, trees 
and leaves  
Guide: What colour is the sky? 

Blue 

Green 

Red 

Player daydreaming looking outside at the sky. 
Guide: What colour are the clouds? 

Black 

Grey 

White 

Player daydreaming looking outside at the trees. - 
Guide: What colour are the trees? 

Brown 

Green 

Orange 

3: Mrs. Grant has mixed colours into splats of paint on 
easel / canvas at the front. Teacher then points to these 
splats for questions. 

Teacher mixing paints at front of the class: What colour 
is blue and yellow? 

Green 

Orange 

Red 

Teacher mixing paints at front of the class: What colour 
is red and yellow? 

Orange 

Blue 

White 

Teacher mixing paints at the front of the class: What 
colour is blue and red? 

Green 

Purple 

Black 

TOPIC Numbers 11 to 30 LEVEL / STAGE 2 / 1 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Teacher counting aloud to children 
11-31.  Karim repeats the numbers 
after the teacher, as he points at 
numbers. (or numbers appear in 

Sam Maths classroom   

Ben / Emily 

Mr. Smith 

Karim 



thought bubble) Numbers to be 
written as words underneath each 
numeral 

Imani 

Jasmin 

Ruby 

Adam 

Luke 

Anna 

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Action: Teacher Mr. Smith counting to class 
numbers 11-31.  Mr. Smith draws numbers 
from a stack of cards and counts from 11 to 30. 
As he counts as Karim counts back to him. 
 
Mr. Smith: Eleven 
Karim: Eleven 
Mr. Smith: Twelve 
Karim: Twelve 
..... 
Mr. Smith: Thirty 
Karim: Thirty 

1: Mr. Smith at the front of the Maths lesson linked to 
Entry Point.  Ready to question children.: 

Teacher shows number card for 20 - Which number is 
this?  

Twelve 

Two 

Twenty 

Teacher shows number card for 11 - Which number is 
this?  

Eighteen 

Fourteen 

Eleven 

Teacher shows number card for 23 - Which number is 
this?  

Twenty-nine 

Twenty-seven 

Twenty-three 

2: Mr. Smith questions further Teacher: What comes next? 14,15… Sixteen 

Seventeen 

Eighteen 

Teacher: What comes next? 11,12… Fifteen 

Thirteen 

Twenty 

Teacher: What comes next? 26,27… Twenty-four 

Twenty-nine 

Twenty-eight 

3: Mr. Smith questions for missing numbers 
 
 First one has number 24 missing: 22, 23, __ 
Second one has number 18 missing: 16, 17, __ 
Third one has number 30 missing: 28, 29 __ 

Teacher:  Which number is missing? Twenty-one 

Twenty-four 

Twenty-six 

Teacher:  Which number is missing? Eight 

Eighteen 

Twenty-eight 

Teacher:  Which number is missing? Three 

Thirteen 

Thirty 

TOPIC Numbers 11 to 30 in phrases LEVEL / STAGE 2 / 2 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 



Teacher counting aloud to children 
11-31.  Repeat after me. Children in 
class recite back to teacher. 

Sam Maths classroom   

Ben / Emily 

Mr. Smith 

Karim 

Imani 

Jasmin 

Ruby 

Adam 

Luke 

Anna 

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Continuation of Challenge 1 as there are lots of 
numbers to include. 
11-31 (to help with birthdays) means 2 
challenges needed to cover most of the 
vocabulary. 
 
Action: Replay of entry point from previous 
Challenge.  Further opportunity for children to 
recount numbers. 
 
Teacher Mr. Smith counting to class numbers 
11-31.  Mr. Smith draws numbers from a stack 
of cards and counts from 11 to 30. As he counts 
as Anna counts back to him. 
 
Mr. Smith: Eleven 
Anna: Eleven 
Mr. Smith: Twelve 
Anna: Twelve 
..... 
Mr. Smith: Thirty 
Anna: Thirty 

1: Mr. Smith at the front of the Maths lesson linked to 
Entry Point.  Ready to question children: 

Teacher shows number card for 12 - Which number is 
this?  

Twelve 

Two 

Twenty 

Teacher shows number card for 19 - Which number is 
this?  

Eighteen 

Fourteen 

Nineteen 

Teacher shows number card for 15 - Which number is 
this?  

Fifteen 

Twenty-three 

Twenty 

2: Mr. Smith questions further Teacher: What comes next? 20, 21… Twelve 

Twenty-six 

Twenty-two 

Teacher: What comes next? 19, 20… Thirteen 

Twenty-one 

Twenty 

Teacher: What comes next? 29, 30… Thirteen 

Thirty 

Thirty-one 

3: Mr. Smith questions for missing numbers 
First one has number  25 missing: 23, 24, __ 
Second one has number 14 missing: 12, 13, __ 
Third one has number 27 missing: 25, 26, __ 

Teacher:  Which number is missing? Twenty-one 

Twenty-five 

Twenty-six 

Teacher:  Which number is missing? Eleven 

Twenty-three 

Fourteen 

Teacher:  Which number is missing? Seventeen 



Twenty-seven 

Twenty-one 

TOPIC Describing items using colours LEVEL / STAGE 2 / 3 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Guide, player and his family are 
spending time in the park. There are 
objects from previous levels and 
topics of corresponding colours 

Sam In the Park  
Dog - black 
Football - white 
Car - red 
Bus - orange 
Cat - grey 
Schoolbag - black 
Book - brown 
Skateboard - purple 
Bicycle - yellow 

  

Ben / Emily 

brother 

sister 

grandma 

grandpa 

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Set in park with lots of visual examples of 
things learned from previous topics: 
 
Action: 
 
Guide testing brother / sister on the colour of 
various items.  Chance for player to recap on 
colours learned. 
 
What colour is it (while item is sole focus on 
screen), Brother and Sister answer correctly 
each time 
DIALOGUE: 
Guide: What colour is the football? 
Brother: The football is white. 
Guide: What colour is the book? 
Sister: The book is brown. 
Guide: What colour is the skateboard? 
Sister: The skateboard is purple. 
Guide: What colour is the dog? 
Brother: The dog is black. 
Guide: What colour is the car? 
Sister: The car is red. 
Guide: What colour is the bus? 
Brother: The bus is orange. 
Guide: What colour is the cat? 
Sister: The cat is grey. 
Guide: What colour is the schoolbag? 
Brother: The schoolbag is black. 
Guide: What colour is the bicycle? 
Sister: The bicycle is yellow. 

1: Grandma asking the player about a black dog, a grey 
cat and a red car 

What colour is the dog? The dog is brown 

The dog is black 

The dog is white 

What colour is the cat? The cat is grey 

The cat is brown 

The cat is black 

What colour is the car? The car is red 

The car is blue 

The car is green 

2. Grandpa asking the player about an orange bus in 
the background, with grandpa holding a brown book 
and a black schoolbag 

What colour is the bus? The bus is red 

The bus is orange 

The bus is purple 

What colour is the book? The book is grey 

The book is brown 

The book is black 

What colour is the schoolbag? The schoolbag is grey 

The schoolbag is brown 

The schoolbag is black 

3: Grandma asking about a few object lying on the 
ground: a white football, a yellow bicycle and a purple 
skateboard 

What colour is the football? The football is blue 

The football is red 

The football is white 



What colour is the bicycle? The bicycle is purple 

The bicycle is green 

The bicycle is yellow 

What colour is the skateboard? The skateboard is blue 

The skateboard is purple 

The skateboard is orange 

TOPIC Numbers 30 to 100 / plus and minus LEVEL / STAGE 3 / 1 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Children are playing on a giant 
number-board in the school yard. 
Mrs. West draws numbers from a hat 
(or bag) and tells children to go to the 
numbered square. 
 
Example number from 40s, 50s, 60s, 
70s, 80s, 90s and 100 itself. 

Sam School playground with large 100 square 
grid on the floor.  Possibly  a snakes and 
ladders board. 

  

Ben / Emily 

Mrs. West 

Karim 

Imani 

Jasmin 

Ruby 

Adam 

Luke 

Anna 

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

 
Player gets the chance to listen to a number 
from each “ten” and hear how each number is 
formed. 
 
Mrs. West draws and tells the kids to go to the 
following numbers 
Karim, go to number forty-two 
Imani, go to number fifty-seven 
Jasmin, go to number sixty-three 
Ruby, go to number seventy-six 
Adam, go to number eighty-eight 
Luke, go to number ninety-one 
Anna, go to number one hundred 

1:  Mrs. West draws simple equations from a hat, the 
Guide reads the equation (appears in his and the player 
must answer correctly. 
  
Once the correct answer is given, a child goes to the 
appropriate number square. 

Mrs. West draws an equation: 
Guide reads: 30+6= 

thirty-four 

thirty-five 

thirty-six 

Mrs. West draws an equation: 
Guide reads: 50-1= 

forty-seven 

forty-eight 

forty-nine 

Mrs. West draws an equation: 
Guide reads: 52+6= 

fifty-five 

fifty-six 

fifty-eight 

2:  Mrs. West draws simple equations from a hat, the 
Guide reads the equation (appears in his bubble as 
digits and the player must answer correctly.  
Once the correct answer is given, a child goes to the 
appropriate number square. 

Mrs. West draws an equation: 
Guide reads: 91+1= 

ninety-one 

ninety-two 

ninety-three 

Mrs. West draws an equation: 
Guide reads: 70-7= 

sixty-two 

sixty-three 

sixty-four 

Mrs. West draws an equation: 
Guide reads: 70+6= 

seventy-six 

seventy-nine 



eighty 

3. Mrs. West draws series of 3 numbers (two there, one 
missing) and asks: 
  
Once the correct answer is given, a child goes to the 
appropriate number square. 

Which number is missing: 96, 97, _? ninety-eight 

ninety-nine 

a hundred 

Which number is missing: _, 84, 85? eighty-one 

eighty-two 

eighty-three 

Which number is missing: 56, _, 58? fifty-five 

fifty-six 

fifty-seven 

TOPIC Telling the time LEVEL / STAGE 3 / 2 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Guide and player are asked by other 
kids what time it is. 

Sam School yard with clock on building well 
visible…. Or street or town square, there 
needs to be a clock. 

  

Ben / Emily 

Luke 

Mr. Smith 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Action: Guide standing with Player. Guide looks 
at the clock and tells the time. 
 
Clock fast forwarded to different times (o'clock 
and half past) with Guide character reading out 
the time each time. 
 
Mr. Smith: What time is it? 
Sam: 
It's one o'clock 
It's half past one 
It's two o'clock 
It's half past two 
It's three o'clock 
It's half past three 
It's four o'clock 
It's half past four 
It's five o'clock 
It's half past five 

1: Big clock face on the screen.  Easily visible to the 
player. Fast forward sequence in between each 
question. 

Guide asks player: What time is it? (3 o'clock) 1 o'clock 

2 o'clock 

3 o'clock 

Guide asks player: What time is it? (7 o'clock) 6 o'clock 

7 o'clock 

8 o'clock 

Guide asks player: What time is it? (6 o'clock) 4 o'clock 

5 o'clock 

6 o'clock 

  Guide asks player: What time is it? (Half past 2) Half past 2 

Half past 3 

Half past 4 

Guide asks player: What time is it? (Half past 9) Half past 8 



It's six o'clock 
It's half past six 
It's seven o'clock 
It's half past seven 
It's eight o'clock 
It's half past eight 
It's nine o'clock 
It's half past nine 
It's ten o'clock 
It's half past ten 
It's eleven o'clock 
It's half past eleven 
It's twelve o'clock 

Half past 9 

Half past 10 

Guide asks player: What time is it? (Half past 8) Half past 6 

Half past 7 

Half past 8 

  Mr. Smith asks player: What time is it? (6 o'clock) The time is 6 o'clock 

The time is 7 o'clock 

The time is 8 o'clock 

Mr. Smith asks player: What time is it? (Half past 7) The time is half past 7 

The time is half past 8 

The time is half past 9 

Mr. Smith asks player: What time is it? (12 o'clock) The time is 11 o'clock 

The time is 12 o'clock 

The time is 1 o'clock 

TOPIC Describing clothes using colours LEVEL / STAGE 3 / 3 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Guide, Luke and Player go to a clothes 
shop and assisted by a shopkeeper, 
they are looking at various items of 
clothing in show 

Sam Clothes shop with lot of different items (in 
different colours) in show 

  

Ben / Emily 

Luke 

Shopkeeper (clothes) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Guide, Luke and Player and shopkeeper looking 
at various items of clothing. 
 
Guide and Luke ask the Shopkeeper about the 
colour of the items. 
 
Picture of each item of clothing on the screen 
 
Shopkeeper: Hello 
Guide: Hello 
Luke: Hello 
Guide: What colour is the coat? 
Shopkeeper: The coat is green. 

1: Guide, Luke, Player and shopkeeper looking at 
various items of clothing.  
Shopkeeper tests Player on the colour of the items. 
Picture of each item of clothing on the screen next to 
question and multiple choice answers. 

Shopkeeper:  What colour is the coat? (Green coat) The coat is black 

The coat is green 

The coat is grey 

Shopkeeper: What colour are the gloves? (Yellow 
gloves) 

The gloves are black 

The gloves are brown 

The gloves are yellow 

Shopkeeper: What colour are the trousers? (red 
trousers) 

The trousers are yellow 

The trousers are pink 

The trousers are red 



Luke: What are colour are the gloves and the 
hat? 
Shopkeeper: The gloves are yellow and the hat 
is dark green. 
Luke: What colour are the trousers? 
Shopkeeper: The trousers are red. 
Guide: What colour is the T-shirt? 
Shopkeeper: The T-shirt is pink. 
Luke: What colour are the shoes? 
Shopkeeper: The shoes are white. 
Guide: What colour is the jumper? 
Shopkeeper: The jumper is red. 
Luke: What colour are the socks? 
Shopkeeper: The socks are dark blue. 
Guide: What colour are the jeans? 
Shopkeeper: The jeans are light blue. 
Guide: Thank you. 

1: Guide, Luke, Player and shopkeeper looking at 
various items of clothing.  
Guide tests Player on the colour of the items. Picture of 
each item of clothing on the screen next to question 
and multiple choice answers. 

Guide: What colour is the t-shirt? (pink T-shirt) The T-shirt is red 

The T-shirt is green 

The T-shirt is pink 

Guide: What colour are the shoes? (white shoes) The shoes are black 

The shoes a brown 

The shoes a white 

Guide: What colour is the jumper? (red jumper) The jumper is yellow 

The jumper is pink 

The jumper is red 

1: Guide, Luke, Player and shopkeeper looking at 
various items of clothing.  
Luke tests Player on the colour of the items. Picture of 
each item of clothing on the screen next to question 
and multiple choice answers. 

Luke:  What colour are the socks? (dark blue socks) The socks are white 

The socks are dark blue 

The socks are grey 

Luke: What colour is the hat? (dark green hat) The hat is red 

The hat is dark green 

The hat is purple 

Luke: What colour are the jeans? (light blue jeans) The jeans are light green 

The jeans are orange 

The jeans are light blue 

 

 

Family and Friends 
TOPIC Immediate family members LEVEL / STAGE 1 / 1 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Guide and Player are visiting Guide's 
family at their house 

Sam Guide's home: living room   

Ben / Emily 

mum 

dad 

brother 

sister 

grandpa 

grandma 

Cat, dog, goldfish 

  



Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Guide and Player arrive at Guide's home, they 
enter the house and they meet Guide's family 
in the living room. Mum is sitting on the sofa 
with the cat on her legs,  dad is sitting on the 
armchair  reading a book to the brother next to 
him, the dog and the sister are playing  sitting 
on a carpet, grandma and grandpa are sitting 
on the sofa with mum, the goldfish is in a bowl 
on the table.  
Guide introduces his family members:  
This is my mum (zoom on mum), this is my dad 
(zoom on dad), my brother (zoom on brother), 
my sister (zoom on sister), my grandma (zoom 
on grandma), my grandpa (zoom on grandpa), 
my dog (zoom on dog), my cat (zoom on cat) 
and my goldfish (zoom on goldfish).    
Then Guide repeats their names again pointing 
to them: She is my mum. He is my dad. They 
are my brother and sister. They are my 
grandma and grandpa. This is the dog. This is 
the cat. This is the goldfish. (zoom on every 
family member and pet - single or in couples).   

1. Guide checks if Player remembers who is who in the 
family and asks simple questions. 

Guide asks Player: Who’s this? 
The camera zooms on mum 

mum 

dad 

brother 

Guide asks Player: Who’s this? 
The camera zooms on dad 

mum 

dad 

sister 

Guide asks Player: Who’s this? 
The camera zooms on sister 

brother 

dad 

sister 

2. Guide checks if Player remembers who is who in the 
family and asks simple questions. 

Guide asks Player: Who is this? 
The camera zooms on brother 

brother 

sister 

dog 

Guide asks Player: What is this? 
The camera zooms on dog 

dog 

grandpa 

cat 

Guide asks Player: What is this? 
The camera zooms on cat 

goldfish 

grandma 

cat 

3. Guide checks if Player remembers who is who in the 
family and asks simple questions. 

Guide asks Player: Who are they? 
The camera zooms on mum and cat 

dad and brother 

mum and cat 

grandma and grandpa 

Guide asks Player: Who are they? 
The camera zooms on grandma and grandpa 

dad and brother 

sister and cat 

grandma and grandpa 

Guide asks Player: Who are they? 
The camera zooms on sister and dog 

mum and sister 

brother and cat 

sister and dog 

TOPIC Family members in a sentence LEVEL / STAGE 1 / 2 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Guide and Player are round the table 
with Guide's family at their house 

Sam Guide's home: dining room / kitchen   

Ben / Emily 

mum 

dad 

brother 

sister 



grandpa 

grandma 

Cat, dog, goldfish 

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Guide, Player and Guide's family members are 
sitting around a table in the kitchen following 
this sequence: grandma, grandpa, mum, dad, 
sister, brother. It’s lunch time.   Cat and dog are  
sitting on the floor next to brother and sister; 
goldfish  (its colour is red) is swimming in the 
bowl on the table.  
 
Guide says:  
Mum has a blue t-shirt. 
Dad has a red apple. 
My sister has a yellow banana. 
My brother has orange juice.  
My dog has water.  
My cat has a green ball.  
My grandma has coke.  
My grandpa has pasta.   
 
 
The player watches the scene .  The camera 
zooms on each character and  Player listens 
again to their names: mum, dad, brother, 
grandma, grandpa, sister, cat, dog , goldfish 
(voice of Guide). 

1. Guide checks if Player remembers who is who in the 
family and asks simple questions. 

The camera zooms on mum. - Who has a blue t-shirt? mum 

dad 

sister 

The camera zooms on dad and on the red apple. - Who 
has a red apple? 

brother 

dad 

sister 

The camera zooms on the brother and on the orange 
juice. - Who has an orange juice? 

dog 

brother 

mum 

2. Guide checks if Player remembers who is who in the 
family and asks simple questions. 

The camera zooms on the sister and on the banana. - 
Who has a yellow banana? 

grandma 

mum 

sister 

the camera zooms on the dog and the water. - Who has 
water? 

dog 

cat 

goldfish 

The camera zooms on the cat and on the green ball. - 
Who has a green ball? 

cat 

dog 

grandpa 

3. Guide checks if Player remembers who is who in the 
family and asks simple questions. 

the camera zooms on  grandma and on coke - Who has 
coke? 

sister 

grandma 

grandpa 

The camera zooms on grandpa and on pasta. - Who has 
pasta? 

grandpa 

dad 

mum 

The camera zooms on goldfish (it’s red). - What is red? cat 

dog 

goldfish 

TOPIC Introducing family members LEVEL / STAGE 1 / 3 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Sam Guide's home: Guide's bedroom. There is a 
computer 

  

Ben / Emily 



Guide, Player and Luke are in Guide's 
bedroom looking at a computer 
(tablet, laptop) showing family photos 

Luke 

photos of characters from Level 1 Stage 2 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Guide enters his bedroom with Player; Luke 
arrives. 
Guide: Hello Luke. 
Luke: Hello.  
Player waves. 
Guide points at his computer: This is my family. 
On the computer they watch in order: mum, 
dad, brother, sister, grandpa, grandma, cat, 
dog, goldfish one by one and then in groups 
(mum and dad, brother and dog, sister and cat, 
grandma and grandpa and goldfish). 
Guide comments on photos as they come: 
This is my mum. 
This is my dad. 
This is my brother. 
This is my sister. 
This is my grandpa. 
This is my grandma. 
This is my cat. 
This is my dog. 
These are my mum and my dad. 
These are my brother and the dog. 
These are my sister and the cat. 
These are my grandma, grandpa and the 
goldfish. 

1. Guide checks if Player remembers who is who in the 
family and asks simple questions. 

The camera zooms on the computer on mum photo - 
Guide asks: “Who’s this?” 

This is your mum 

This is my sister 

This is your brother 

The camera zooms on the computer on brother photo - 
Guide asks: “Who’s this?” 

This is my dad 

This is your sister 

This is your brother 

The camera zooms on the computer on sister photo - 
Guide asks: “Who’s this?” 

This is your dog 

This is your sister 

This is your brother 

2. Luke checks if Player remembers who is who in the 
family and asks simple questions. 

The camera zooms on the computer on dad photo - 
Luke asks: “Who’s this?” 

This is Sam's dad 

This is Sam's dog 

This is Sam's brother 

The camera zooms on the computer on dog photo - 
Luke asks: “Who’s this?” 

This is Sam's cat 

This is Sam's dog 

This is Sam's sister 

The camera zooms on the computer on cat and sister 
photo - Luke asks:: “Who are these?” 

These are Sam's brother and dog 

These are Sam's cat and sister 

These are Sam's grandma and grandpa 

3. Guide checks if Player remembers who is who in the 
family and asks simple questions. 

The camera zooms on the computer on mum and dad 
photo - Guide asks:: “Who are these?” 

These are your brother and sister 

These are your mum and dad 

These are your cat and dog 

The camera zooms on the computer on grandma, 
grandpa and goldfish photo - Guide asks: “Who are 
these?” 

These are your brother and goldfish 

These are your grandma and cat 

These are your grandma, grandpa and goldfish 

The camera zooms on the computer on brother and 
dog photo - Guide asks: “Who are these?” 

These are your brother and dog 

These are your sister and goldfish 

These are your cat and grandpa 



TOPIC Other family members and pets LEVEL / STAGE 2 / 1 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

A family get-together to celebrate 
Guide's birthday. 
 
The whole family is here, including all 
the pets: cat, dog, goldfish, hamster, 
budgie, rabbit 

Sam Guide's home: garden   

Ben / Emily 

mum 

dad 

brother 

sister 

grandpa+grandpa 

uncle + aunt 

cousin Rob + cousin Jane 

babysitter 

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

As we enter the scene, in the background we 
can hear Happy Birthday tune. 
  
In the house garden there is a birthday party: 
it’s Guide's birthday.  On the table there are 
some sweets, a cake, some drinks, pizza, etc. 
There’s a big banner “Happy Birthday!”; all the 
family members are in the garden around the 
table, cat and dog are on the grass, goldfish is 
in a bowl on the table; grandma is next to  
grandpa, aunt brings a hamster present, cousin 
(boy) and cousin (girl) bring a budgie in a cage, 
grandma brings a white rabbit present. 
The camera zooms on every new pet or person 
and the Guide tells their names one by one. 
Guide repeats their names one by one: 
This is my aunt (zoom on aunt), this is my uncle 
(zoom on uncle), this is my cousin Rob (zoom 
on cousin boy), this is my cousin Jane (zoom on 
cousin girl), this is our babysitter Tina (zoom on 
baby-sitter).   
These are our pets: the dog, the cat, the 
goldfish, the budgie, the hamster and the 
rabbit (camera zooms on them individually) 

1. Guide checks if Player remembers who is who in the 
family and asks simple questions. 

The camera zooms on aunt - Who is this? This is your aunt 

This is your uncle 

This is cousin Rob. 

The camera zooms on uncle - Who is this? This is your aunt 

This is the baby-sitter 

This is your uncle 

The camera zooms on cousin Rob - Who is this? This is the rabbit 

This is cousin Rob. 

This is your brother 

2. Guide checks if Player remembers who is who in the 
family and asks simple questions. 

The camera zooms on hamster - What is this? This is your hamster 

This is your budgie 

This is your rabbit 

The camera zooms on rabbit - What is this? This is your budgie 

This is your rabbit 

This is your hamster 

The camera zooms on budgie - What is this? This is your goldfish 

This is your rabbit 

This is your budgie 

3. Guide checks if Player remembers who is who in the 
family and asks simple questions. 

The camera zooms on grandma and grandpa - Who are 
these? 

These are grandma and grandpa 

These are grandpa and the budgie 

These are your aunt and cousin Jane 

The camera zooms on aunt and uncle - Who are these? These are grandma and the baby-sitter 

These are the baby-sitter and cousin Rob. 



These are your aunt and uncle 

The camera zooms on baby-sitter Jane and the cousin 
Tina - Who are these? 

These are grandpa and his cousin 

These are baby-sitter Tina and cousin Jane 

These are grandma and uncle 

TOPIC Physical descriptions of family members 
and pets 

LEVEL / STAGE 2 / 2 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

A family get-together to celebrate 
Guide's birthday. 
 
The whole family is here, including all 
the pets: cat, dog, goldfish, hamster, 
budgie, rabbit 

Sam Guide's home: garden   

Ben / Emily 

mum 

dad 

brother 

sister 

Grandpa + grandpa 

uncle + aunt 

cousin Rob + cousin Jane 

babysitter 

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Same setting as in Level 2, Stage 1 
 
Guide describes his family members and pets. 
With each sentence the camera zooms onto 
the person or pet concerned. In his speech 
bubble we have an illustration of the adjective: 
 
My uncle is tall. (tall person in bubble, camera 
zooms on uncle) 
My cousin Rob is short 
My aunt is slim.  
My grandpa is plump.  
My aunt has got blond hair. 
My dad has got brown hair. 
My mum has got black hair. 
The baby-sitter Tina has got green eyes. 
My grandma has got brown eyes. 
My cousin Jane has got blue eyes. 
My cat has got a long tail. 
My rabbit has got a short tail. 
My dog is big. 
My hamster is small. 
My budgie has got small wings. 
My dog has got short legs. (basset) 

1. Guide points at people and the Player fills in the 
blank of Guide's bubble. 

The camera zooms on uncle. - My uncle is… short 

tall 

plump 

The camera zooms on the cousin Rob. - Cousin Rob is… tall 

big 

short 

The camera zooms on grandpa. - Grandpa is… slim 

small 

plump 

2. Guide points at people and the Player fills in the 
blank of Guide's bubble. 

The camera zooms on aunt. - Is my aunt plump, slim, or 
short? 

plump 

slim 

short 

The camera zooms on mum. - What colour is mum’s 
hair? 

black 

blonde 

brown 

The camera zooms on grandma. - What colour are 
grandma’s eyes? 

green 

brown 

blue 

The camera zooms on  the dog - Who has a long tail? cat 



3. Guide points at people and the Player fills in the 
blank of Guide's bubble. 

rabbit 

hamster 

The camera zooms on  budgie. - Who has small wings? dog 

rabbit 

budgie 

The camera zooms on the dog. - Who has short legs? cat 

dog 

goldfish 

TOPIC “Be” and “have got” in sentences with 
family members 

LEVEL / STAGE 2 / 3 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

A family get-together to celebrate 
Guide's birthday. 
 
The whole family is here, including all 
the pets: cat, dog, goldfish, hamster, 
budgie, rabbit 

Sam Guide's home: garden Use of the verbs to be and to have got (present simple  
3rd person singular and plural) 

Ben / Emily 

mum 

dad 

brother 

sister 

grandpa+grandpa 

uncle + aunt 

cousin Rob + cousin Jane 

babysitter 

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Same setting as in Level 2, Stage 2 
 
Guide describes his family members and pets. 
Guide to use word 'describe' in this 
introduction. With each sentence the camera 
zooms onto the person or pet concerned. In his 
speech bubble we have an illustration of the 
adjective: 
Player: Can you describe your family to me? 
Guide: OK, I can describe my family to you. 
My uncle is tall and cousin Rob is short. 
My aunt is slim, but the grandpa is plump. 
My aunt has got blonde hair, dad has got  
brown hair and mum has got black hair. 
Baby-sitter Tina has got green eyes, grandma 
has got brown eyes and my cousin Jane has got 
blue eyes and long hair. 
My sister has long hair. 
The cat has got a long tail, but the rabbit has 
got a short tail  
The dog is big, but the hamster is small. 

 
1. Guide questions the Player about his family again, 
this time using sentences in the answers. 

The camera zooms on  the dog - Who is big? The dog is big 

The hamster is big 

The budgie is big 

The camera zooms  on the hamster - Who is small? The dog is small 

The hamster is small 

My uncle is small 

The camera zooms on dad and uncle - Who is tall? Brother and sister are tall 

Dad and uncle are tall 

Hamster and goldfish are tall 

 
2. Guide questions the Player about his family again, 
this time using sentences in the answers. 

The camera zooms on aunt - Who has got blonde hair? Mum has got blonde hair 

Dad has got blonde hair 

My aunt has got blonde hair 

The camera zooms on grandma - Who has got brown 
eyes? 

Grandma has got brown eyes 

Baby-sitter Tina has got brown eyes 

Cousin Jane has got brown eyes 



The budgie has got small wings.  
The dog has got short legs. 

The camera zooms on rabbit and  hamster - Who has 
got a short tail? 

Cat and dog have got short tails 

Mum and grandma have got short tails 

Bunny and hamster have got short tails 

 
3. Guide questions the Player about his family again, 
this time using sentences in the answers. 

The camera zooms on the budgie - Describe the budgie The budgie is big and plump 

The budgie has got small wings 

The budgie has got 4 legs 

The camera zooms on  the baby-sitter - Describe the 
baby-sitter 

The baby-sitter is short 

The baby-sitter has got blue eyes 

The baby-sitter has got green eyes 

The camera zooms on cousin Jane and sister - Describe 
my cousin and sister 

Cousin Jane and your sister have got long hair 

Cousin Jane and your sister are plump 

Cousin Jane and your sister have got short hair 

TOPIC Can + activities/sports LEVEL / STAGE 3 / 1 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Player, Guide and his mum, brother 
and cousin Jane arrive at the 
playground. They meet friends Karim 
and Jasmin. 

Sam Playground / park   

Ben / Emily 

mum 

brother 

cousin Jane 

Karim 

Jasmin 

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Guide has a football, brother has a basketball, 
cousin Jane has a scooter, friend Jasmin has a 
rope and a volleyball, friend Karim has a radio. 
 
Guide: Hi Jasmin, hi Karim.  
Jasmin: Hello. 
Karim: Hello. 
Cousin Jane: Let's play. 
Guide: I can play football. 
Brother:  I can play basketball. 
Cousin Jane: I can ride a scooter. 
Jasmin: I can skip and play volleyball.  
Karim: I can dance. 

  The camera zooms on Guide with the football. 
Guide: What can I do? 

You can play football 

You can play volleyball 

You can dance 

The camera zooms on cousin Jane with scooter - Cousin 
Jane: What can I do? 

You can play volleyball 

You can ride a scooter 

You can play basketball 

The camera zooms on Karim with the radio 
Karim: What can I do? 

You can skip 

You can play football 

You can dance 

  She can play volleyball and skip 

She can play basketball 



The camera zooms on friend Jasmin with a volleyball 
and a rope. 
Mum asks Player: What can Jasmin do? 

She can play football 

The camera zooms on friend Karim with the radio - 
Mum asks Player: What can Karim do? 

He can skip 

He can ride a scooter 

He can dance 

The camera zooms on brother with the basketball - 
Mum asks Player: What can Sam's brother do? 

He can play volleyball 

He can play basketball 

He can play football 

  The camera zooms on cousin Jane with scooter. 
Guide asks Player: What can she do? 

She can ride a scooter 

She can play football 

She can dance  

The camera zooms on brother with basketball. 
Guide asks Player: What can he do? 

He can play football 

He can play basketball 

He can dance 

The camera zooms on friend Jasmin with the rope. 
Guide asks Player: What can she do? 

She can dance 

She can ride a scooter 

She can skip 

TOPIC Can, AND, BUT + activities LEVEL / STAGE 3 / 2 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Player, Guide and the baby-sitter Tina 
go in the garden at Guide's house. 

Sam Guide's home: garden   

Ben / Emily 

babysitter 

dog, cat,  a goldfish, a frog, a bird 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Player, Guide and baby-sitter with Guide's dog 
are in the garden. 
They take a walk  and they look around. 
They see in order: 
-The cat climbing on a tree. 
Baby-sitter says: “The cat can climb and run” 
- A bird singing on the top of the tree. 
Baby-sitter says: “The bird can sing and fly” 

1. Guide asks Player what the animals can do. The camera zooms on the dog. 
Guide asks Player: What can the dog do? 

The dog can climb 

The dog can fly 

The dog can run 

The camera zooms on the bird. 
Guide: What can the bird do? 

The bird can fly 

The bird can hop 

The bird can swim 



- a goldfish swimming in a pond. 
Baby-sitter says: “The goldfish can swim” 
- a frog hopping near the pond. 
Baby-sitter says: “The frog can hop and swim” 
- the dog running in the garden.  
Baby-sitter says: “The dog can run and swim” 
The guide then says. 
Guide: The dog can run, but it can't fly.  
Baby-sitter: The cat can climb, but it can't sing. 

The camera zooms on the goldfish. 
Guide: What can the goldfish do? 

The goldfish can sing 

The goldfish can swim 

The goldfish can run 

2. Baby-sitter asks Player what the animals can do. The camera zooms on the cat.  
Baby-sitter asks Player: What can the cat do? 

The cat can fly and swim 

The cat can climb and run 

The cat can sing and hop 

the camera zooms on the dog. 
Baby-sitter asks: What can the dog do? 

The dog can swim and fly 

The dog can climb and sing 

The dog can run and swim 

The camera zooms on the frog. 
Baby-sitter asks: What can the frog do? 

The frog can climb and sing 

The frog can hop and swim 

The frog can run and fly 

3. Guide asks Player what the animals can and can't do. the camera zooms on the dog - Guide asks: “Can the 
dog fly?”  

The dog can run, but it can’t fly 

The dog can run, but it can’t swim 

The dog can fly, but it can’t run 

The camera zooms on  the bird - Guide asks: “Can the 
bird run?” 

The bird can run, but it can’t swim 

The bird can sing, but it can’t run 

The bird can fly, but it can’t sing 

The camera zooms on the cat - Guide asks: “Can the cat 
sing?” 

The cat can fly, but it can’t run 

The cat can run, but it can’t sing 

The cat can climb, but it can’t run 

TOPIC Like/dislike + activities LEVEL / STAGE 3 / 3 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

At the park, Player and Guide arrive 
and they look at their friends and 
relatives doing some actions. 

Sam At the Park   

Ben / Emily 

brother 

sister 

cousin Jane 

cousin Rob 

Sue 

Ruby 

Karim 

Jasmin 

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Guide points at the mentioned characters 
doing activities and each time says: 

1. Guide asks Player what the characters like doing or 
not - singular. 

The camera zooms on  brother in running kit. 
Guide asks: What does my brother like? 

Your brother likes running, but he doesn’t like dancing 



“Look! My brother is running in the park. He 
likes running, but he doesn’t like dancing. 
Karim is climbing  on a tree. He likes climbing, 
but he doesn’t like singing. 
My sister and Jasmin are dancing and making 
videos. They like dancing and making videos, 
but they don’t like climbing. 
Sue and Ruby are my friends, they are playing 
the guitar and singing, but they don’t like 
running. 
My  cousin Jane is cycling, she likes cycling, but 
she doesn’t  like taking photos. 
My cousin Rob is taking photos, he likes taking 
photos, but he doesn’t like climbing." 

 
(the answers could have visual hints to show the 
correct answer) 

Your brother likes cycling, but he doesn’t like dancing 

Your brother likes playing the guitar, but he doesn’t like 
running 

The camera zooms on Karim  with a climbing rope. 
Guide asks: What does Karim like? 

Karim likes climbing, but he doesn’t like singing 

Karim likes cycling, but he doesn’t like climbing 

Karim likes dancing, but he doesn’t like playing the 
guitar 

The camera zooms on cousin Jane with a cycle. 
Guide asks: What does my cousin Jane like? 

Your cousin Jane likes taking photos, but she doesn’t 
like cycling 

Your cousin Jane likes cycling, but she doesn’t like 
taking photos 

Your cousin Jane likes singing, but she doesn’t like 
running 

2. Guide asks Player what the characters like doing or 
not - plural 
 
(the answers could have visual hints to show the 
correct answer) 

The camera zooms on the sister and Jasmin with a 
dance outfit. 
Guide asks: What do my sister and Jasmin like? 

Your sister and Jasmin like climbing, but they don’t like 
making videos 

Your sister and Jasmin like running, but they don’t like 
taking photos 

Your sister and Jasmin like dancing and making videos, 
but they don’t like climbing 

The camera zooms on Sue and Ruby with a guitar. 
Guide asks: What do Sue and Ruby like? 

They like running, but they don’t like playing the guitar 
and singing 

They like playing the guitar and singing, but they don’t 
like running. 

They like making videos, but they don’t like running 

The camera zooms on cousin Rob. 
Guide asks: What does my cousin Rob like? 

Your cousin Rob likes climbing, but he doesn’t like 
taking photos 

Your cousin Rob likes dancing, but he doesn’t like 
playing the guitar 

Your cousin Rob likes taking photos, but he doesn’t 
like climbing. 

3. Guide asks Player what the characters like doing or 
not - mixed. 
 
(the answers could have visual hints to show the 
correct answer) 

The camera zooms on brother in a running kit and 
Karim with a climbing rope. 
Guide asks: What do my brother and Karim like? 

Your brother likes running and Karim likes climbing 

Your brother likes climbing and Karim likes running 

Your brother likes dancing and Karim likes singing 

The camera zooms on the two cousins with a cycle and 
camera. 
Guide asks: What do my two cousins like? 

Jane likes making videos and Rob likes climbing. 

Jane likes cycling and Rob likes taking photos. 

Jane likes taking photos and Rob likes cycling. 

Your sister likes dancing and making videos, but he 
doesn’t like climbing 



The camera zooms on the sister with dance kit and 
video camera.  
Guide asks: What does my sister like? 

Your sister likes dancing and making videos, but she 
doesn’t like climbing 

Your sister likes dancing and making videos, but they 
don’t like climbing 

 

 

Food and Drink 
TOPIC Food and drinks at a picnic LEVEL / STAGE 1 / 1 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Picnic in the park Sam Park   

Ben / Emily 

Mrs. Taylor 

Karim 

Ruby 

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

The teacher Mrs.Taylor goes with the children 
to the park to have a picnic there. Every child 
brought something to eat and drink. The pupils 
start unpacking the food and drinks and tell 
what they brought. Some pupils already 
unpacked what they brought. Everything is 
lying on a picnic blanket. Other pupils are still 
unpacking. 
 
Karim:  (grabs into his backpack and takes out 
the mentioned items)  
 “I have an apple, a banana and tomatoes.” 
 
Ruby:   (grabs into her backpack and takes out 
the mentioned items) 
 “I have bread with cheese and milk.” 
 
Guide: (The Guide says what there is and points 
with the finger at the different things.) 
 “There are cherries, cucumbers, water and 

1: Staple food Mrs. Taylor:  “What is this?”  
(picture with the picnic blanket with bread) 

bread 

rice 

pasta 

Ruby: “What is this?”  
(picture with the picnic blanket with cheese) 

yoghurt 

sausages 

cheese 

Guide: “What is this?”  
(picture with the picnic blanket with water) 

milk 

water 

juice 

2: Fruits & vegetables  Guide: “What is this?” (Guide is sitting next to the 
picnic blanket with all the foods and drinks. He is 
pointing at two bananas/ picture of 2 bananas) 

1 banana 

2 bananas 

3 bananas 

Guide: “What is this?” ((picture with red tomatoes) red tomatoes 

green apples 



juice.” 
 
After the scene:  
The camera zooms in on the picnic blanket with 
all the different foods and drinks. This is the 
final picture. 

yellow bananas 

Guide: “A banana is yellow. What is red?” (picture with 
bananas and cherries) 

cucumbers 

apples 

cherries 

3: Drinks (+ to eat & to drink; not to be used actively, 
but to be understood passively) 
(the answer comes from the ability to drink or eat only 
one of the answers: drink - juice, not bread or cheese) 

Guide: (Has a bottle of water in his hand and drinks 
something) “I drink water. What can you drink?” 

bread 

cheese 

juice 

Ruby: (Eating bread) “I eat bread. What can you eat?”  water 

apples 

coke 

Karim : (Eating tomatoes) “I eat tomatoes. What can 
you eat?” 

cucumber 

milk 

juice 

TOPIC Food and drinks in a shop LEVEL / STAGE 1 / 2 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Guide and Player go to the 
supermarket 

Sam Supermarket   

Ben / Emily 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Player and Guide go to the supermarket. They 
go to the different sections in the supermarket 
and the Guide point to the different foods and 
names them.  
 
In the section of fruits and vegetables 
Guide: These are strawberries and these are 
pears. (pointing with the finger first at 
strawberries and then at pears next to it) 
 
In the chilled foods section 
Guide: This is butter and these are sausages. 
(pointing with the finger first at butter and 
then at sausages) 

1: chilled foods section Guide: “What is this?” (picture of sausages) butter 

sausages 

milk 

Guide: “What is this?” (picture of cheeses) cheese 

sausages 

pears 

Guide: “What is this?” (picture of butter) milk 

butter 

chocolate 

2: section of fruits and vegetables  4 pears 



 
In the section for tea/coffee/hot chocolate & 
sweets 
Guide: This is tea. (pointing at tea) This is hot 
chocolate. (pointing at hot chocolate) This is a 
bar of chocolate. (pointing at chocolate) 

Guide: “These are 5 apples and 9 strawberries. What 
are these?” (picture with 5 apples, 9 strawberries, 4 
pears) 

2 pears 

6 pears 

Guide: (picture of strawberries and carrots) “The 
strawberries are red. What is orange?” 

cucumbers 

strawberries 

carrots 

Guide: (picture with 3 apples and 7 potatoes) “These 
are 3 green apples. And these are 7…” 

red strawberries 

brown potatoes 

orange carrots 

3: section for tea/coffee/hot chocolate & sweets Guide: “What can you drink?” (picture of tea) tomatoes 

potatoes 

tea 

Guide: “What can you drink?” (picture of hot chocolate) hot chocolate 

butter 

strawberries 

Guide: “What can you eat?” (picture of chocolate) juice 

a bar of chocolate 

water 

TOPIC Daily meals + eating habits LEVEL / STAGE 1 / 3 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Meals Sam Guide's home: dining room / kitchen   

Ben / Emily 

mum 

dad 

brother (passive) 

sister (passive) 

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Family of Guide, Guide and Player are sitting in 
the kitchen at the table. There is a window in 
the kitchen and a clock next to the window on 
the wall.  
 
Guide:  (the clock on the wall shows 7 a.m.; 
through the window you can see the sun rising; 
on the table is breakfast) 

1: what Guide: “What do you have in the morning?” (picture: 
table with breakfast and window with rising sun) 

lunch 

breakfast 

dinner 

Mother: “What do you have at noon?” (picture: table 
with lunch and window with sun at its highest point) 

lunch 

breakfast 

dinner 



 “It's morning now.” (pointing to window) “In 
the morning I have breakfast. For breakfast I 
eat cereals and I drink milk.” (pointing at the 
table) 
  
Mother:  (the clock shows noon; the sun is at 
it’s highest point now; on the  table is lunch) 
 “Now it's noon.” (pointing to window) “At 
noon I have lunch. For lunch I eat sausages and 
I drink water.” (pointing at the table) 
 
Father:  (the clock shows 6 p.m.; it is dark 
outside; on the table is dinner) 
 “It's evening now.” (pointing to window) “In 
the evening I have dinner. For dinner I eat pizza 
and drink juice.” (pointing at the table) 

Father: “What do you have in the evening?” (picture: 
table with dinner and dark outside the window) 

lunch 

breakfast 

dinner 

2: when Guide: “When do you have breakfast?” (picture: 
window with rising sun, clock at 7 a.m.) 

in the evening 

in the morning 

at noon 

Mother: “When do you have lunch?” (picture: window 
with sun at its highest point, clock at 12.) 

in the evening 

in the morning 

at noon 

Father: “When do you have dinner?” (picture: dark 
outside the window, clock at 6 p.m.) 

in the evening 

in the morning 

at noon 

3: what Guide: “For breakfast I eat cereals.  (picture with 
cereals) What do you eat?” (picture of cheese) 

I drink milk. 

I eat cheese. 

I eat chocolate. 

Guide: “For breakfast I drink tea. (picture of tea) What 
do you drink?” (picture of hot chocolate) 

I drink hot chocolate. 

I eat a pear.   

I drink strawberries. 

Guide:  “For breakfast I eat an apple. (picture of an 
apple) What do you eat?” (picture of a banana) 

I drink milk. 

I eat water. 

I eat a banana. 

TOPIC Food in shops and dining places LEVEL / STAGE 2 / 1 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Places to buy and eat food Sam In centre of town (market or high street) 
and around there are a supermarket, a 
market stall, a bakery, butcher's, a 
restaurant and a café 

  

Ben / Emily 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Guide and Player are walking down the main 
street of the town. There are different places in 

1. What is where Next to the bakery is the supermarket. 

Next to the bakery is the butcher’s 



the street to buy or eat food.  
 
Guide:  (passing the supermarket; pointing at 
the respective places)  
 “This is the supermarket. Next to it is the 
bakery. In the bakery you can buy bread.” 
 
Guide:   (continue walking; pointing at the 
respective places) 
 “This is the restaurant. In the restaurant you 
can have lunch or dinner. Next to it is the 
butcher’s shop. In the butcher’s shop you can 
buy sausages.” 
 
Guide: (crossing the street; pointing at the 
respective places) 
 “Between the butcher’s shop and the market 
stall is a café. At the market stall you can buy 
apples and cucumbers. In the café you can  
drink tea and eat.” 
 
After the scene:  
The camera takes some kind of a bird's eye 
perspective in order to see the layout of the 
main street with all the different places.   

Guide: (Guide and Player are standing in the street 
seeing all the different places.) “What is next to the 
bakery?” (pointing at the supermarket) 

Next to the bakery is the café. 

Guide: (pointing at the restaurant) “What is next to the 
butcher’s?” 

Next to the butcher’s is the restaurant. 

Next to the butcher’s is the market stall. 

Next to the butcher’s is the supermarket. 

Guide: (pointing at the café) “What is between the 
market stall and the butcher’s?” 

Between the market stall and the butcher’s is the 
bakery. 

Between the market stall and the butcher’s is the 
supermarket. 

Between the market stall and the butcher’s is the café. 

2. Where to get food. Guide: (picture of sausages) “Where can you buy 
sausages?” 

You can buy sausages in the bakery. 

You can buy sausages in the butcher’s shop. 

You can buy sausages in the café. 

Guide: (picture of bread) “Where can you buy bread?” You can buy bread in the bakery. 

You can buy bread in the café. 

You can buy bread at the market stall. 

Guide: (picture of dinner table) “Where can you have 
dinner?” 

You can eat dinner in the bakery. 

You can eat dinner in the supermarket. 

You can eat dinner in the restaurant. 

3. Where to buy, eat, drink Guide: “Where can you buy fruit?”  You can buy fruit at the school. 

You can buy fruit at the station. 

You can buy fruit at the market stall. 

Guide: “Where can you have lunch?” You can eat lunch in the restaurant. 

You can eat lunch in the toilet. 

You can eat lunch in the butcher’s shop. 

Guide : “Where can you drink tea?” You can drink tea in the supermarket. 

You can drink tea in the café. 

You can drink tea at the market stall. 

TOPIC Like/dislike + food LEVEL / STAGE 2 / 2 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

A family get-together to celebrate 
Guide's birthday. 

Sam Guide's home: garden   

Ben / Emily 

mum 

dad 

uncle 

aunt 

  



  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Guide, Guide’s mother, aunt and uncle and 
Player sit at the table, Guide’s father stands at 
the barbecue and grills different foods.  
Guide: "Today, we are having a barbecue.” 
 
Father (holds up a grilled steak with the tongs): 
“Who likes steak?” 
Uncle:   “I like steak with a bun.” (Father puts 
the steak on the uncle's plate with a bun.) 
Uncle (to Guide): “What do you like?” 
Guide: “I like sausages and ketchup. And I like 
lemonade.” 
Father (holds up a grilled sausage and puts it on 
the Guide’s plate with ketchup):    “For you, 
Sam, sausage and ketchup.” 
Uncle (strokes his belly):  “Hmmmmm, tasty …” 
Guide (from off – we see the mother with 
grilled vegetables on her plate):   “Mum likes 
grilled vegetables.  
Guide:  “I don’t like grilled vegetables.” (with a 
disgusted face) 
Father (to Player – turns a skewer with the 
tongs at the barbecue): “Do you like grilled 
skewers?”  
Sam nods in approval.  

1: Likes & dislikes Guide: (Guide and Player are sitting at the table with 
plates and glasses.) “What do you like?” (picture with a 
steak and the thumb up sign) 

I like steak. 

I like tomatoes. 

I like jam. 

Guide:  “What else do you like?” (picture with a glass of 
lemonade and the thumb up sign) 

I like milk 

I like lemonade. 

I like grilled vegetables. 

Guide: “What does my mother like?” (picture with 
grilled vegetables and the thumb up sign) 

I like sausages. 

He likes grilled skewers. 

She likes grilled vegetables. 

2: Likes & dislikes Guide: “Do you like sausages and ketchup?” (picture of 
sausages und the thumb up sign) 

No, I don’t like sausages. 

Yes, I like sausages and ketchup. 

No, I don’t like ketchup. 

Guide: “Do you like milk?” (picture of milk and the 
thumb down sign) 

No, I don’t like milk. 

Yes, I like lemonade. 

Yes, I like orange juice. 

Guide: “Does my father like grilled vegetables and 
bread?” (picture of grilled vegetables with bread and 
thumb down) 

Yes, he likes grilled vegetables. 

No, she doesn’t like grilled vegetables and bread. 

No, he doesn’t like grilled vegetables and bread. 

3: Likes & dislikes Guide: “What do you like to eat?” (picture with 
sausages and ketchup and thumb up sign)  

I don’t like to eat a skewer and ketchup. 

I like to eat steak and bun. 

I like to eat sausages and ketchup. 

Mother: “What does Sam like to drink?” (picture with 
lemonade and thumb up sign) 

Sam likes to drink lemonade. 

My mother likes to drink water. 

Sam likes to drink tea. 

Guide: “What doesn’t my mother like to eat?” (picture 
with a skewer and bun and thumb down sign) 

She likes to eat grilled vegetables and bread. 

She doesn’t like to a eat a skewer and a bun. 

He doesn’t like to eat a skewer and a bun. 

TOPIC Location of food in a shop LEVEL / STAGE 2 / 3 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Directions and positions Sam Supermarket   

Ben / Emily 

Luke 



Imani 

shop assistant (food) 

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 
Player and Guide are with friends after school at the 
supermarket. They want to buy something and they 
are now looking for the products. They are walking 
through the aisles and meet a shop assistant.    
 
Shop assistant: “Hello! Can I help you?” 
 
Imani:  “Yes, thanks. I need to ask you: Where is the 
pasta, please?” (thought bubble over Imani’s head  
with a picture of pasta) 
 
Shop assistant:  “The pasta is on the shelf under the 
rice.” (picture of the shelf with  pasta and rice) 
 
Imani: “Thank you” 
  
Luke:  “And where is the ice cream?” (thought bubble 
over Luke’s head with a picture of ice cream) 
 
Shop assistant:  “The ice cream is in the freezer next 
to the pizza.” (picture of the freezer with  ice cream 
and pizza) 
 
Luke: “Thank you” 
 
Guide: “And where are the cakes?” (thought bubble 
over Guides head with a picture of cake) 
 
Shop assistant:  “The cakes are on the shelf above the 
bread.” (picture of a shelf with the cakes and bread) 
 
Guide: “Thank you” 

1. Where is? Luke: “Where is the ice cream?” (picture of ice cream in 
the freezer) 

The ice cream is next to the chocolate. 

The ice cream is in the freezer. 

The ice cream is under the bread. 

Imani: “Where is the pasta?” (picture of shelf with 
pasta and rice - pasta on the shelf above rice) 

The pasta is on the shelf. 

The pasta is in the freezer. 

The pasta is above the shelf. 

Guide: “Where are the cakes?” (picture of shelf with 
cakes and bread - cake over bread) 

The cakes are under the rice. 

The cakes are next to the cherries. 

The cakes are above the bread. 

2. Where is / Is is? Guide: “Where is the bread?” (picture of shelf with 
bread and cakes  - bread under cake) 

The bread is above the cakes. 

The bread is under the cakes. 

The bread is next to the cakes. 

Imani: “Is the rice above the pasta?” (picture of a piece 
of shelf - rice above pasta) 

No, the rice is under the pasta. 

Yes, the rice is next to the pasta. 

Yes, the rice is above the pasta. 

Luke: “Is the pizza next to the apples?” (picture of 
freezer with pizza and ice cream) 

No, the pizza is next to the ice cream. 

Yes, the pizza is next to the apples. 

No, the pizza is under the bread. 

3. Ask for directions Guide (stood with shop assistant): Ask for the chocolate Where are the chocolate? 

Where is the chocolate? 

Where chocolate is?? 

Guide (stood with shop assistant): Ask for the apples Where are the apples? 

Where the apples? 

Where is the apples? 

Guide (stood with shop assistant): Ask for the ketchup Where are ketchup? 

Where is the ketchups? 

Where is the ketchup? 

TOPIC Measures of food and drink LEVEL / STAGE 3 / 1 



WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Recepients & quantities  Sam Guide's home: dining room / kitchen   

Ben / Emily 

mum 

dad 

brother 

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Player, Guide and the family are in the kitchen 
and discuss what they want to eat for a meal. 
When one of the characters says what he 
wants to eat, a picture of it appears in a 
thought bubble.   
 
Mum: “I would like to eat an apple and drink a 
cup of tea. What would you like to eat and 
drink?” (an apple and a cup of tea appear in a 
thought bubble over the head of mum) 
 
Guide: “I would like to eat cake and drink a cup 
of tea.” (cake and a cup of tea appear in a 
thought bubble over the head of the Guide) 
 
Dad: “I would like to eat bread with cheese and 
drink a bottle of water.” (bread and a bottle of 
water appear in a thought bubble over the 
head of the father) 
 
Brother: “I would like to eat a plate of pasta 
and drink a glass of milk with a spoon of 
chocolate powder” (a plate of pasta, a glass of 
milk and a spoon of chocolate powder appear 
in a thought bubble over the head of the 
brother) 

1. What is this? Guide: “What is this?” (picture of a bottle of juice) This is a glass of juice. 

This is a bottle of juice 

This is a cup of juice 

Guide: “What is this?” (picture of plate of pasta) This is a plate of pasta. 

This is a cup of pasta. 

This is a glass of pasta. 

Guide: “What is this?” (picture of a spoon of chocolate 
powder) 

This is a cup of hot chocolate. 

This is a spoon of chocolate powder. 

This is a bottle of hot chocolate. 

2. What would you like? Guide: “What would you like to eat?” (picture of an 
apple) 

I would like to eat a glass of milk. 

I would like to eat a cup of tea. 

I would like to eat an apple. 

Guide: “What would you like to drink?” (picture of a 
glass of juice)  

I would like to drink a glass of juice. 

I would like to drink a bottle of water. 

I would like to drink a plate of pasta. 

Guide: “What would my mother like to eat and drink?” 
(picture of an apple and a cup of tea)  

I would like to eat an apple. 

She would like to eat an apple and drink a cup of tea. 

He would like to eat bread and drink a bottle of water. 

3. What would X like? Guide: “What would my father like to eat?” (picture 
with a slice of bread) 

Your father would like to eat bread. 

Your father would like to eat an apple. 

Your father would like to eat a glass of juice. 

Guide: “What would my brother like to eat?” (picture of 
a plate of pasta)  

Your brother would like to eat a plate of cherries. 

Your brother would like to eat a bottle of water. 

Your brother would like to eat a plate of pasta. 



Guide: “What would I like to drink?” (picture with a cup 
of tea) 

You would like to drink a glass of milk. 

You would like to drink a cup of tea. 

You would like to drink a bottle of water. 

TOPIC Asking for food at a market stall LEVEL / STAGE 3 / 2 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

asking for certain food and for prices Sam at the market stall with a lot of vegetables 
and fruits 

  

Ben / Emily 

Luke 

Imani 

stall holder 

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Player, Guide, Imani and Luke are in the street 
in front of the market stall with vegetables and 
fruits.  
Guide to Imani: “Would you like to eat plums?” 
(points to the plums) 
Imani: “Yes, I would like to eat plums. I would 
also like to eat peaches.”  
Imani to the seller: “Do you have plums?” 
Seller shows a plum: “Yes, I have plums.” 
Luke: Imani, can you ask for the price?  
Imani: “How much are the plums?” 
Seller: “The plums are £2.50 per kilo.” 
Luke to the seller: “Do you have peaches?  
Seller shows a peach: “Yes, I also have 
peaches.”  
Luke: “How much are the peaches?” 
Seller: “The peaches are £1.70 per kilo.” 
Guide to the seller: “Do you also have grapes?” 
Seller points at the grapes: “Yes, I also have 
grapes.”  
Guide: “How much are the grapes?” 
Seller: “The grapes are £2.80 per kilo.”  

1: Asking for certain food Guide: Ask for grapes Do we have pears? 

Do you have grapes? 

Do you have apples? 

Guide: Ask for plums Do you have plums? 

Do you have cucumbers? 

Does she have tomatoes? 

Guide: Ask for bananas Do you have bread? 

Do you have bananas? 

Do you have cheese? 

2: Asking for prices Guide: Ask for the price of peaches Do you have grapes? 

How much are the grapes? 

How much are the peaches? 

Guide: Ask for the price of plums How much are the plums? 

The plums are £1.70. 

How much are the cherries? 

Guide: Ask for the price of apples How much is it? 

How much are the apples? 

How much is the banana? 

3: Saying the price Guide: “How much are the grapes?”  The grapes are £2.80. 

The grapes are blue. 



The apples are £1.70. 

Guide: “How much are the peaches?”  The peaches are £1.70. 

The grapes are £1.70. 

The cucumbers are £2.90. 

Guide: “How much are the tomatoes?”  The tomatoes are red.   

The tomatoes are £3.40 per kilo. 

The strawberries are £3.40 per kilo. 

TOPIC Ordering food at a restaurant / with, 
without 

LEVEL / STAGE 3 / 3 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Ordering prepared food with or 
without a certain ingredient 

Sam Restaurant   

Ben / Emily 

mum 

dad 

waiter 

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Player and Guide are with Guide's family at a 
restaurant. The waiter/waitress comes and 
they order. 
Waiter/waitress: “Hello! What would you like 
to order?” 
Mother:  “I would like to have a salad with 
tomatoes. And a bottle of water without 
bubbles, please. (thought bubble: picture of a 
salad bowl + tomatoes and picture of a bottle 
of water + crossed out bubbles*) 
Father:  “I would like to have a pizza with ham, 
please. And also a bottle of water, but with 
bubbles.” (thought bubble: picture of a pizza + 
ham and onions above and picture of a bottle 
of water with bubbles) 
Guide: “I would like to have a hamburger with 
French fries. And I would like to drink an apple 
juice, please. (thought bubble: picture of 
hamburger, French fries and of  a glass of apple 
juice) 
Waiter/waitress:  “Would you like to have your 
fries with ketchup and mayonnaise?” 
Guide: “With ketchup, but without 

1. With or without Guide (to Player speaking about the mother): “What 
would Mum like to have?” (picture of a salad bowl + 
tomatoes) 

She would like to have a salad without tomatoes. 

She would like to have a salad with tomatoes. 

She would like to have a salad with ham. 

Guide (to Player speaking about the father): “What 
would Dad like to have?” (picture of a pizza + ham) 

He would like to have a pizza with ham. 

He would like to have a pizza without ham. 

He would like to have a hamburger with tomatoes. 

Guide: “And what would you like to have?” (picture of a 
hamburger + tomatoes above and crossed out ham)  

He would like to have a hamburger with tomatoes, but 
without ham. 

We would like to have a hamburger with tomatoes and 
ham. 

I would like to have a hamburger with tomatoes, but 
without ham. 

2. With or without Waiter: “Would you like your water with bubbles or 
without bubbles?” (picture of a bottle of water + 
crossed out bubbles) 

With bubbles, please. 

Without gas, please. 

With apple juice, please. 

With ketchup, please. 



mayonnaise.” (thought bubble: picture  with 
ketchup and picture with crossed out 
mayonnaise)  

Waiter: “Would you like your French fries with ketchup 
or with mayonnaise?” (picture of French fries with 
ketchup AND mayonnaise) 

With mayonnaise, please. 

With ketchup and mayonnaise, please. 

Waiter: “Would you like your hamburger with tomatoes 
and mayonnaise?” (picture of a hamburger + tomatoes 
above and crossed out mayonnaise) 

With tomatoes, but without mayonnaise, please. 

With mayonnaise, but without tomatoes, please. 

Without tomatoes or mayonnaise, please. 

3. With or without Guide (to Player speaking about the mother): “Would 
mum like to have salad with tomatoes?” (picture of 
salad bowl with tomatoes) 

Yes, she would like to have a salad with cucumbers.   

Yes, she would like to have a salad with tomatoes. 

No, she would not like to have a salad with tomatoes. 

Guide (to Player talking about the father): “Would dad 
like to have a hamburger without tomatoes?” (picture 
of a pizza with ham) 

No, he would like to have a pizza with ham. 

Yes, he would like to have a hamburger without 
tomatoes. 

Yes, she would like to have a hamburger with ham. 

Guide: “Would you like to have sausages with 
ketchup?” (picture of French fries and ketchup and 
mayonnaise) 

Yes, I would like to have sausages with mayonnaise. 

Yes, I would like to have sausages without ketchup. 

No, I would like to have French fries with ketchup and 
mayonnaise. 

 

 

Games and Activities 
TOPIC Sport activities LEVEL / STAGE 1 / 1 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Player, Guide and three other kids are 
in the park commenting on sports 
activities - likes, dislikes.  

Sam Park / Playground   

Ben / Emily 

Ruby 

Adam 

Anna 

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Guide points to tennis racket:  Which sport is this?  Tennis 



Playground – Player, Guide and a three other 
kids - Ruby holding a football, Anna holding a 
tennis racket and Adam holding a basketball -   
Dialogue between Guide and the three kids: 
Guide: Hello Ruby, Anna and Adam. Do you like 
sports? 
Adam – Hello Sam. Yes, we like sports. 
Ruby - Do you like football? 
Guide – No, I don’t like football – (unhappy 
face and thumbs down) 
Adam – Do you like basketball? 
Guide – No, I don’t like basketball- (unhappy 
face and thumbs down) 
Anna – Do you like tennis? 
Guide – Yes, I like tennis – (happy face and 
thumbs up) 

1: Guide points to kids holding the items and  turns to 
Player – and asks the questions  

Football 

Basketball 

Guide points to football:  Which sport is this?  Tennis 

Football 

Basketball 

Guide points to basketball:  Which sport is this?  Tennis 

Football 

Basketball 

2: Guide points to kids holding the items and  turns to 
Player – and asks the questions  

Guide: Does Ruby like football? (Image of Ruby holding 
the football) 

Yes, Ruby likes football 

No, Ruby likes tennis 

No, Ruby likes basketball 

Guide: Does Anna like basketball? (Image of Anna 
holding a tennis racket) 

No, Anna likes tennis 

No, Anna likes football 

Yes, Anna likes basketball 

Guide: Does Adam like tennis? (Image of Adam with a 
basketball) 

Yes, Adam likes tennis 

No, Adam likes basketball 

No, Adam likes football 

3: Guide points to kids holding the items and  turns to 
Player – and asks the questions  

Guide points to basketball:  Do you like this sport? 
(Happy face and thumbs up)  

No, I don’t like football 

Yes, I like basketball 

No, I don’t like tennis 

Guide points to football: Do you like this sport? (Happy 
face and thumbs up)  

No, I don’t like tennis 

No, I don’t like basketball 

Yes, I like football 

Guide points to tennis racket: Do you like this sport? 
(Unhappy face and thumbs down) 

No, I don’t like football 

No, I don’t like tennis 

No, I don’t like basketball 

TOPIC Sport activities + like/dislike LEVEL / STAGE 1 / 2 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Player, Guide and three other kids are 
in the park commenting on sports 
activities - likes, dislikes.  

Sam Outside the swimming pool… but could also 
be in the park/playground and the swimmer 
has swimming gear on, going in the direction 
of a sign showing a pool. 

  

Ben / Emily 

Luke 

Karim 

Imani 

  

  

  



  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

In the park near a swimming pool  – Player, 
Guide and three other kids - Imani with a bike, 
Karim with a skateboard broken in two pieces 
and Luke in swim shorts and snorkel. 
Guide and thee kids dialogue: 
Guide: Hi Luke, Imani and Karim. 
Luke: Hi Sam. 
Guide to Luke – Do you like swimming, Luke? 
(points to swimming pool sign) 
Luke – Yes, I like swimming (happy face and 
thumbs up) 
Guide – And you Karim, do you like 
skateboarding?  
Karim – No, I don’t like skateboarding. 
(unhappy face and points to broken 
skateboard) 
Guide – Imani, do you like cycling? 
Imani – Yes, I like cycling (happy face and 
thumbs up) (possibly makes her bike bell ring) 

1: Guide points at kids holding the items and  turns to 
Player – and asks the questions  

Guide points to the swimming pool sign:  Which sport is 
this?  

Skateboarding 

Swimming 

Cycling 

Guide points to the bike:  Which sport is this?  Cycling 

Skateboarding 

Swimming 

Guide points to the skateboard:  Which sport is this? Swimming 

Skateboarding 

Cycling 

2: Guide points at kids holding the items and  turns to 
Player – and asks the questions  

Guide: Does Karim like skateboarding? (Image of Karim 
with an unhappy face and the broken skateboard) 

Yes, Karim likes swimming 

Yes, Karim likes skateboarding 

No, Karim does not like skateboarding 

Guide: Does Imani like swimming? (Image of Imani with 
her bike) 

No, Imani likes cycling 

Yes, Imani likes swimming 

No, Imani likes tennis 

Guide: Does Luke like swimming? (Image of Luke in his 
swimming kit) 

No, Luke likes cycling 

No, Luke likes skateboarding 

Yes, Luke likes swimming 

3: Guide points at kids holding the items and  turns to 
Player – and asks the questions  

Guide points to swimming pool:  Do you like swimming? 
(Happy face and thumbs up) 

Yes, I like swimming 

Yes, I like cycling 

Yes, I like skateboarding 

Guide points to bike:  Do you like cycling? (Unhappy 
face and thumbs down) 

No, I don’t like skateboarding 

No, I don’t like swimming 

No, I don’t like cycling 

Guide points to skateboard: Do you like skateboarding? 
(Unhappy face and thumbs down) 

No, I don’t like swimming 

No, l don’t like skateboarding 

No, I don’t like cycling 

TOPIC Sport activities + preference LEVEL / STAGE 1 / 3 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Player, Guide and three other kids are 
in the park commenting on sports 
activities - preferences 

Sam Outside the swimming pool… but could also 
be in the park/playground + direction sign to 
the swimming pool 

  

Ben / Emily 

Ruby 

Adam 



Anna 

Luke 

Karim 

Imani 

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Outside the swimming pool and playing fields   
Player, Guide and kids from Level 1 and Level 2 
with their sports objects 
Guide and kids dialogue: 
Guide – I enjoy tennis, basketball and 
swimming! What sports do you enjoy? 
Luke – I enjoy swimming, tennis and basketball. 
(points as appropriate) 
Guide – What sports do you enjoy? 
Imani – I enjoy cycling, tennis and football. 
(points as appropriate) 
Guide – What sports do you enjoy? 
Ruby – I enjoy football, tennis and 
skateboarding. (points as appropriate) 

1: Guide points to the swimming pool and kids holding 
the items in question and  turns to Player – and asks 
the questions  

Guide points to Luke with the swimming kit, tennis 
racket and basketball:  Which sports does Luke enjoy? 

He enjoys cycling, football and tennis 

He enjoys swimming, skateboarding and cycling 

He enjoys swimming, tennis and basketball 

Guide points to Imani with her bike, tennis racket and 
football: Which sports does Imani enjoy? 

She enjoys tennis, cycling and football 

She enjoys basketball, tennis and football 

She enjoys football, skateboarding and swimming 

Guide points to Ruby with a football, tennis racket and 
skateboard: Which sports does Ruby enjoy? 

She enjoys football, cycling and basketball 

She enjoys tennis, swimming and skateboarding 

She enjoys football, skateboarding and tennis 

2: Guide holds up a tennis racket, a basketball and 
swimming kit  

Guide: Do I like swimming? No, you enjoy cycling 

Yes, you like swimming 

No, you enjoy skateboarding 

Guide: Do I like basketball?  Yes, you like basketball 

No, you enjoy football 

No, you enjoy cycling 

Guide: Do I like cycling?  No, you enjoy swimming 

Yes, you like cycling 

No, you enjoy skateboarding 

3: Guide points to items – tennis racket, basketball, 
skateboard, football, bike and turns to Player – and asks 
the questions  

Player has a thought bubble above head- football 
appears and player smiles. Guide: Do you enjoy football 
or basketball? 

I enjoy football 

I enjoy basketball 

I enjoy cycling 

Player has a thought bubble above head- tennis racket 
appears and player smiles. Guide: Do you enjoy tennis 
or swimming? 

I enjoy swimming 

I enjoy tennis 

I enjoy basketball 

Player has a thought bubble above head- skateboard 
appears and player smiles. Guide: Do you enjoy 
skateboarding or cycling? 

I enjoy skateboarding 

I enjoy tennis 

I enjoy swimming 

TOPIC Leisure activities LEVEL / STAGE 2 / 1 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 



Activities at home Sam Guide's home: Guide's bedroom   

Ben / Emily 

sister 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Player, Guide and his sister are at Guide's 
home, in his bedroom. There are some books 
on a shelf, a TV set and a stereo.    
Guide and sister dialogue: 
Sister – I like reading. Do you like reading? 
(pointing to the book shelf)? 
Guide – Yes, I like reading. – (happy face and 
thumbs up) 
Guide – Do you like watching TV?  (pointing to 
the TV) 
Sister – No, I don’t like watching TV. (unhappy 
face and thumbs down) 
Guide – Do you like listening to music? 
(pointing to the stereo) 
Sister – Yes. I like listening to music. – (happy 
face and thumbs up) 
Guide - I like listening to music, too! 

1: Guide points to the items and  turns to Player – and 
asks the questions  

Guide:  What do you like doing?  
Player points to the television and answers: 

Listening to music 

Watching TV 

Reading 

Guide:  What else do you like doing?  
Player points to the books and answers: 

Listening to music 

Reading 

Watching TV 

Guide:  What else do you like doing?  
Player points to the stereo and answers: 

Watching TV 

Reading 

Listening to music 

2: Guide points to the items and  turns to Player – and 
asks the questions  

Guide points to the stereo:  Do I like listening to music? 
(Happy face, thumbs up? 

Yes, you like watching TV 

Yes, you like listening to music 

Yes, you like reading 

Guide points to the bookshelf:  Do I like reading? 
(Happy face, thumbs up) 

Yes, you like reading 

Yes, you like listening to music 

Yes, you like watching TV 

Guide points to the television:  Do I like watching TV? 
(sad face and thumbs down) 

No, you don't like watching TV 

No, you don't like reading 

No, you don't like listening to music 

3: Guide points to the items and  turns to Player – and 
asks the questions  

Guide points to the stereo:  Do you like listening to 
music? (Unhappy face and thumbs down) 

No, I don’t like watching TV 

No, I don’t like listening to music 

No, I don't like reading 

Guide points to the books:  Do you like reading? (Happy 
face and thumbs up) 

Yes, I like listening to music 

Yes, I like watching TV 

Yes, I like reading 

Yes, I like listening to music 



Guide points to the television:  Do you like watching 
TV? (Happy face and thumbs up) 

Yes, I like watching TV 

Yes, I like reading 

TOPIC Leisure activities + like/dislike LEVEL / STAGE 2 / 2 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Guide, Player, Sue and Ruby meet in 
the park. Ruby has a shopping bag, 
Sue has a tablet. 

Sam In the park   

Ben / Emily 

Sue 

Ruby 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Guide and kids discuss what they like doing: 
Guide – Hi Sue and Ruby, do you like playing 
video games? 
Sue – Yes, I like playing video games (happy 
face and thumbs up) 
Guide – I like shopping. Do you like shopping? 
Sue – No, I don’t like shopping (unhappy face 
and thumbs down) 
Guide – Ruby, do you like walking in the park? 
Ruby – Yes, I like walking in the park (happy 
face and thumbs up) 

1: Guide points to park, shopping bag or tablet, then  
turns to player – and asks the questions 

Guide:  What do you like doing?  
Image in bubble shows boots. Player answers: 

Walking in the park 

Shopping 

Playing video games 

Guide:  What else do you like doing?  
Image in bubble shows a tablet. Player answers: 

Shopping 

Playing video games 

Walking in the park 

Guide:  What else do you like doing?  
Image in bubble shows a shopping bag. Player answers: 

Playing video games 

Walking in the park 

Shopping 

1: Guide points to park, shopping bag or tablet, then  
turns to player – and asks the questions 

Guide: Does Ruby like walking in the park or shopping? She likes walking in the park 

She likes shopping 

She likes playing video games 

Guide: Does Sue like shopping or playing video games? She likes playing video games 

She likes walking in the park 

She likes shopping 

Guide: Do I like shopping or playing video games?  You like shopping 

You like playing video games 

You like walking in the park 

1: Guide points to park, shopping bag or tablet, then  
turns to player – and asks the questions 

Guide points to shopping bag:  Do you like this? 
(Unhappy face and thumbs down) 

No, I don’t like walking in the park 

No, I don’t like shopping 

No, I don’t like playing video games 



Guide points to the tablet:  Do you like this? (Happy 
face and thumbs up) 

Yes, I like walking in the park 

Yes, I like playing video games 

Yes, I like shopping 

Guide points to the park:  Do you like this? (Happy face 
and thumbs up) 

Yes, I like shopping 

Yes, I like playing video games 

Yes, I like walking in the park 

TOPIC Leisure activities + preference LEVEL / STAGE 2 / 3 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Player, Guide and his sister, Sue and 
Ruby are in the park. Guide has a 
shopping bag, sister has headphones 
on her head, Sue has a tablet and 
Ruby has her trainers on. 

Sam In the park   

Ben / Emily 

sister 

Sue 

Ruby 

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Guide asks the kids about their preferred 
activities. Their answers are reflected in 
thought bubbles - thumbs up for preferred 
activity and thumbs down for less preferred 
activity. 
 
Guide and kids conversation: 
Guide – I prefer watching TV to walking in the 
park. Which activities do you prefer, Sue? 
Sue – I prefer playing video games to watching 
TV.  
Guide – Which activities do you prefer, Ruby? 
Ruby – I prefer walking in the park to 
shopping? 
Guide – Which activities do you prefer, sister? 
Sister – I prefer listening to music to reading. 
(points as appropriate) 

1: Guide turns to Player and asks the questions Do I prefer watching TV (thumbs up) or walking in the 
park (thumbs down)? 

You prefer reading to listening to music 

You prefer watching TV to walking in the park 

You prefer walking in the park to watching TV 

Do I prefer listening to music (thumbs up) or walking in 
the park (thumbs down)? 

You prefer listening to music to reading 

You prefer listening to music to watching TV 

You prefer listening to music to walking in the park 

Do I prefer listening to music or watching TV? You prefer them both to walking in the park 

You prefer reading to watching TV 

You prefer walking in the park to listening to music 

2: Guide points at the other kids accordingly and turns 
to Player and asks the questions  

Does Sue prefer playing video games (thumbs up), 
watching TV  (thumbs down) or shopping (thumbs 
down)?  

Sue prefers shopping to walking in the park 

Sue prefers playing video games to shopping 

Sue prefers shopping to playing video games. 

Does Ruby prefer walking in the park (thumbs up), 
playing video games (thumbs down) or shopping 
(thumbs down)?  

Ruby prefers playing video games to shopping 

Ruby prefers playing video games to walking in the park 

Ruby prefers walking in the park to shopping 

She prefers playing video games to shopping 



Does my sister prefer playing video games (thumbs 
down), listening to music (thumbs up) or shopping 
(thumbs down)?  

She prefers listening to music to playing video games 

She prefers shopping to playing video games 

3: Guide turns to Player and asks the questions Do you prefer shopping or watching TV. (both thumbs 
up) 

I prefer shopping to watching TV 

I prefer watching TV to shopping 

I prefer both shopping and watching TV 

Do you prefer reading or playing video games? (both 
thumbs up) 

I prefer reading to playing video games 

I prefer both playing video games and reading 

I prefer playing video games to reading 

Do you prefer walking in park or listening to music? 
(both thumbs up) 

I prefer both listening to music and walking in the park 

I prefer walking in the park to listening to music 

I prefer listening to music to walking in the park. 

TOPIC Activities + want to LEVEL / STAGE 3 / 1 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Mum is trying to organise afternoon 
activities for Player, Guide, brother, 
sister, Anna and Karim who need to 
decide what to do. 
There are randomly all the following 
objects: a football, a book, a tennis 
racket,  a basketball, a bicycle, a 
skateboard, a tablet, a shopping bag, 
a snorkel and a radio. 

Sam Guide's home: garden   

Ben / Emily 

brother 

sister 

Anna 

Karim 

mum 

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Mum is asking the kids what they want to do: 
Mum – What do you want to do, Sam? 
Sam –  I want to play video games and I want to 
play football. (pointing at each item in turn) 
Mum – What do you want to do? 
sister – I want to go shopping and I want to 
listen to music 
mum – What do you want to do? 
brother – I want to watch TV or read a book. 
mum – What do you want to do? 
Karim – I want to play basketball or go 
swimming. 
mum – What do you want to do? 
Anna – I want to go cycling or skateboarding. 
Mum's makes an awkward face as there is no 
common vote for anything. 

1: Guide points to the items and  turns to Player and 
asks the questions  

Guide points to the football:  What do I want to do?  You want to play basketball 

You want to play football 

You want to play video games 

Guide points to the tablet:  What do I want to do?  You want to play video games 

You want to play football 

You want to play tennis 

Guide points to the basketball (thumbs down): Do I 
want to play basketball?  

No, you don't want to play basketball 

No, you don't want to go cycling 

Yes, you want to go cycling 

2: Guide points to the items and  turns to Player and 
asks the questions  

Guide points to the snorkel:  What does Karim want to 
do?  

He wants to go to the park 

He wants to go shopping 



He wants to go swimming 

Guide points to the skateboard:  What does Anna want 
to do?  

She wants to go swimming 

She wants to go shopping 

She wants to go skateboarding 

Guide points to a book:  What does my brother want to 
do?  

He wants to read a book 

He wants to go swimming 

He wants to go cycling 

3: Guide points to the items and  turns to Player and 
asks the questions  

Guide asks the player:  What do you want to do? 
(Player points to the basketball) 

I want to listen to music 

I want to read a book 

I want to play basketball 

Guide asks the player:  What do you want to do? 
(Player points to the bike) 

I want to go cycling 

I want to watch TV 

I want to listen to music 

Guide asks the player:  What do you want to do? 
(Player points to the headphones) 

I want to listen to music 

I want to watch TV 

I want to read a book 

TOPIC Activities + would like to LEVEL / STAGE 3 / 2 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Guide's aunt is visiting and would like 
to organise some free time activities. 
She has brought some objects for the 
activities: 
guitar, scooter, board game,cooking 
pot, airplane model, beach towel 

Sam Guide's house: living room   

Ben / Emily 

aunt 

cousin Rob 

Cousin Jane 

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Aunt is proposing some activities:  
 
Aunt – What would you like to do? 
Sam –  I  would like to play the guitar, listen to 
the radio and then I would like to watch TV. 
(pointing at each item in turn) 
Aunt – What would you like to do? 
Cousin Rob – I would like to make a model, go 
to the beach and then I would like to cook.  
(pointing at each item in turn) 

1: Guide asks the Player questions and the associated 
object appears in the question bubble. 

Guide:  What would I like to do? (image of a guitar) You would like to play the guitar. 

You would like to cook. 

You would like to ride a scooter. 

Guide:  What would I like to do? (image of a TV) You would like to cook. 

You would like to watch TV 

You would like to go to the beach. 

Guide:  What would I like to do? (image of a radio) You would like to ride a scooter.  



Aunt – What would you like to do? 
Cousin Jane – I would like to ride a scooter, 
play a board game and then I would like to read 
a book.  (pointing at each item in turn) 

You would like to listen to the radio 

You would like to play the guitar. 

2: Aunt asks the Player questions and the associated 
object appears in the question bubble. 

Aunt:  What would you like to do? (image of a stereo) I would like to listen to music. 

I would like to go to the beach. 

I would like to ride a scooter. 

Aunt:  What would you like to do? (image of an airplane 
model) 

I would like to go to the beach. 

I would like to play board games. 

I would like to make a model. 

Aunt:  What would you like to do? (image of an 
inflatable beach ball) 

I would like to go to the beach. 

I would like to make a model. 

I would like to ride a scooter. 

3: Guide asks the Player questions and the associated 
object appears in the question bubble. 

Guide:  What would Cousin Rob like to do? (image of a 
cooking pot) 

He would like to ride a scooter. 

He would like to cook 

He would like to listen to music. 

Guide:  What would Cousin Jane like to do? (image of a 
board game) 

She would like to go to the beach. 

She would like to play the guitar. 

She would like to play a board game. 

Guide:  What else would Cousin Jane like to do? (image 
of a book) 

She would like to cook. 

She would like to make a model. 

She would like to read a book. 

TOPIC Activities + prefer LEVEL / STAGE 3 / 3 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Guide and Player meet three friends 
at the park and discuss their plans for 
the weekend. 

Sam Park / Playground   

Ben / Emily 

Imani 

Luke 

Jasmin 

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

As the Guide asks the three friends about their 
plans for the weekend, their answer bubbles 
contain the associated objects. (a beach ball, 
an aiplane model, a cooking pot,  a board 
game, a guitar, a scooter, a tablet, a shopping 

1: Guide asks the Player questions and the associated 
object appears in the question bubble. 

Guide's question bubble - board game:  What am I 
going to do at the weekend?   

You are going to play board games. 

You are going to go shopping. 

You are going to make a model. 

You are going to listen to music. 



bag and a book) 
 
Conversation: 
Guide – Hi everyone this weekend I have plans. 
First I am going to play the guitar. Then I am 
going to play board games. Also I am going to 
go shopping. What are you going to do at the 
weekend, Imani? 
  
Imani –  
First, I am going to read.  
Then  I am going to go to the beach. 
Also, I am going to play board games. (each 
sentence in new bubble with object) 
 
Guide – And you Jasmin? 
Jasmin –   
First, I am going to make a model.  
Then I am going to go shopping. 
Also, I am going to play the guitar  
 
Guide – Luke, what are you going to do at the 
weekend?  
Luke –   
First, I am going to play video games. 
Then I am going to ride my scooter. 
Also, I am going to cook. 

Guide's question bubble - shopping bag:  What am I 
going to do at the weekend?   

You are going to go shopping. 

You are going to go cycling. 

Guide's question bubble - guitar:  Am I going to read a 
book this weekend?  

No, you are going to play the guitar. 

No, you are going to go to the beach. 

No, you are going to ride your scooter. 

2: Guide asks the Player questions and the associated 
object appears in the question bubble. 

Guide's question bubble - cooking pot:  What is Luke 
going to do at the weekend?   

Luke is going to cook. 

Luke is going to read. 

Luke is going to go shopping. 

Guide's question bubble - beach ball:  What is Imani 
going to do at the weekend?   

Imani is going to play the guitar. 

Imani is going to go to the beach. 

Imani is going to cook. 

Guide's question bubble - model.  What is Jasmin going 
to do at the weekend?   

Jasmin is going to go cycling. 

Jasmin is going to play board games. 

Jasmin is going to make a model. 

3: Guide asks the Player questions and the associated 
object appears in the question bubble. 

Guide's question bubble - book:  What are you going to 
do at the weekend?   

I am going to read a book. 

I am going to play the guitar. 

I am going to play board games. 

Guide's question bubble - a pot:  What are you going to 
do at the weekend?   

I am going to cook. 

I am going to go to the beach. 

I am going to go shopping. 

Guide's question bubble - scooter:  What are you going 
to do at the weekend?   

I am going to make a model. 

I am going to cook. 

I am going to ride my scooter. 

 

 

School 
TOPIC Personal school objects LEVEL / STAGE 1 / 1 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Guide shows to Player his schoolbag 
and all the objects related to school 
life in it 

Sam Classroom   

Ben / Emily 

Mrs. Taylor 

  

  



  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Player arrives in classroom and Guide shows 
the school objects in his schoolbag.  The Guide 
shows his schoolbag (zoom at schoolbag):  
“This is my new schoolbag”  
 
and he takes the school objects one by one: 
 
This is my book (zoom on book), this is my 
pencil case (zoom on pencil case). The Guide 
opens his pencil case: this is my pen (zoom on 
pen), my pencil (zoom on pencil), my rubber 
(zoom on rubber), my ruler (zoom on ruler), my 
glue (zoom on glue), my colored pencils (zoom 
on colored pencils).  
Then Guide repeats their names again pointing 
to them: schoolbag, book, pencil case, pen, 
pencil, rubber, pencil sharpener, glue and 
colored pencils (zoom on every school object).  

1: Guide shows the school objects to the player Guide shows the object (zoom at schoolbag): What is 
this? 

Cat 

Schoolbag 

Rubber 

Guide shows the object (zoom at book): What is this? Book 

Orange 

Schoolbag 

Guide shows the object (zoom at pencil case): What is 
this? 

Schoolbag 

Book 

Pencil case 

2: Guide opens his pencil case and shows the objects Guide shows the object (zoom at pen): What is this? Pen 

Apple 

Book 

Guide shows the object (zoom at pencil): What is this? Pen 

Pencil 

Pencil case 

Guide shows the object (zoom at ruler): What is this? Rubber 

Dog 

Ruler 

3: Teacher Mrs. Taylor points to some school objects on 
her desk 

Mrs. Taylor points the object (zoom at rubber): What is 
this? 

Rubber 

Book 

Pencil 

Mrs. Taylor points the object (zoom at glue): What is 
this? 

Rubber 

Glue 

Cat 

Mrs. Taylor points the object (zoom  at coloured 
pencils): What is this? 

Mum 

Book 

Coloured pencils 

TOPIC Action verbs at school LEVEL / STAGE 1 / 2 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Sam Classroom 



Learning various action verbs in school 
context. Camera zooms on kids doing the 
actions. 
In the classroom, teacher Mr. Smith goes 
to students and asks them to do the 
action described by the verb. The Guide 
then repeats the action in 3rd person. 

Ben / Emily 

Write 
Read 
Repeat 
Count 
Draw 
Circle 
Match 
Order 
Complete 

Mr. Smith 

all school kids 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Teacher: WRITE 
goes to Anna and says: Anna, please, write. 
Guide: Anna writes. 
Teacher: READ 
goes to Karim and says: Karim, please, read. 
Guide: Karim reads. 
Teacher: REPEAT 
goes to Sue and says: Sue, please, repeat: 
"Hello. My name is Sue" 
Sue: Hello. My name is Sue. 
Guide: Sue repeats. 
Teacher: COUNT 
goes to Imani and says: Imani, please, count to 
5. 
Imani counts with fingers: 1,2,3,4,5 
Guide: Imani counts. 
Teacher: DRAW 
goes to Jasmin and says: Jasmin, please, draw a 
circle. 
Guide: Jasmin draws a circle. 
Teacher: MATCH 
goes to Ruby and says: Ruby, please, match the 
colours. 
Guide: Ruby matches. 
Teacher: ORDER 
goes to Adam and says: Adam, please, order 
the numbers from 1 to 5. 
Guide: Adam orders. 
Teacher: LISTEN 
goes to Luke and says: Luke, please, listen. 
(hand to ear) 
Guide: Luke listens. 
Teacher: BE QUIET 
turns to Guide and says: Sam, please, be quiet. 
Guide: Shhhhhhhh. (Finger in front of mouth) 

1. Mr. Smith now draws the verb cards again, but 
without showing the verb. The camera zooms on the 
child doing it and the Player must choose the right 
option. Mr. Smith doesn't speak. 
Once the correct answer is given, Mr. Smith turns the 
card and pronounces the action verb. 

(camera zooms on Anna doing action) WRITE 
After correct answer Mr. Smith says: Write 

Listen 

Order 

Write 

(camera zooms on Karim doing action) READ 
After correct answer Mr. Smith says: Read 

Write 

Read 

Count 

(camera zooms on Sue doing action) REPEAT 
After correct answer Mr. Smith says: Repeat 

Repeat 

Draw 

Be quiet 

2. Mr. Smith now draws the verb cards again, but 
without showing the verb. The camera zooms on the 
child doing it and the Player must choose the right 
option. Mr. Smith doesn't speak. 
Once the correct answer is given, Mr. Smith turns the 
card and pronounces the action verb. 

(camera zooms on Imani doing action) COUNT 
After correct answer Mr. Smith says: Count 

Listen 

Read 

Count 

(camera zooms on Jasmin doing action) DRAW 
After correct answer Mr. Smith says: Draw 

Draw 

Be quiet 

Repeat 

(camera zooms on Ruby doing action) MATCH 
After correct answer Mr. Smith says: Match 

Listen 

Match 

Write 

3. Mr. Smith now draws the verb cards again, but 
without showing the verb. The camera zooms on the 
child doing it and the Player must choose the right 
option. Mr. Smith doesn't speak. 
Once the correct answer is given, Mr. Smith turns the 
card and pronounces the action verb. 

(camera zooms on Adam doing action) ORDER 
After correct answer Mr. Smith says: Order 

Listen 

Order 

Repeat 

(camera zooms on Luke doing action) LISTEN 
After correct answer Mr. Smith says: Listen 

Match 

Listen 

Write 

(camera zooms on Guide doing action) BE QUIET 
After correct answer Mr. Smith says: Be Quiet 

Be quiet 

Draw 



Count 

TOPIC School subjects LEVEL / STAGE 1 / 3 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Guide, Player and Imani are in the hall 
looking at the timetable.  

Sam Hall in front of classroom   

Ben / Emily 

Imani 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Guide, Player and Imani are in the hall looking 
at the timetable. Guide points to each hour and 
reads the name of the subjects (zoom on each 
subject and symbol). Imani repeats just the 
subjects, while pointing at them. 
 
Guide: 
In the morning, we have Maths, Science, 
English and Music 
In the afternoon, we have History, Art and 
Physical Education 
 
Imani: 
Maths, Science, English, Music, History, Art, 
P.E. 
 
(Note: Imani reduces Physical Education to 
P.E.) 
(Note2: English is home language subject, so it 
will be PT in PT, DE in DE etc.) 

1. Guide shows the timetable (zoom at timetable) 
without the name of the correct subject, zoom at the 
symbol. 

What is this? (Maths) English 

Maths 

Art 

What is this? (Science) Maths 

English 

Science 

What is this? (English) Music 

Maths 

English 

2. Guide shows the timetable (zoom at timetable) 
without the name of the correct subject, zoom at the 
symbol. 

What is this? (Music) Music 

Maths 

English 

What is this? (History) History 

Maths 

English 

What is this? (Art) History 

Art 

English 

3. Guide shows the whole timetable (zoom at 
timetable) 

In the morning we have… … Music, English and Art 

… Maths, Science, English and Music 

… English, Maths, History and Art 

In the afternoon we have… … History, Art and Physical Education 



… Maths, History and Physical Education 

… English, Music and Physical Education 

We have Music… … in the afternoon 

… in the morning 

… in the evening 

TOPIC Classroom furniture + prepositions LEVEL / STAGE 2 / 1 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Player and Guide arrive in the 
classroom. Teacher Mrs. Taylor and 
Ruby are standing in the front. Other 
kids sitting.  
They will explore the objects in the 
classroom. 

Sam Classroom desk, chair, board, computer, map, door, 
window, teacher and student Ben / Emily 

Mrs. Taylor 

Ruby 

other kids (passive) 

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Player arrives in the classroom and Guide 
introduces his classroom: “This is my 
classroom”.  
 
Teacher Mrs. Taylor welcomes the students 
and introduces the lesson topic: 
 “Hello children. These are our classroom 
objects”.   
Mrs. Taylor goes around the classroom and 
shows the classroom objects, pointing at them 
one by one: This is a desk (zoom on desk); this 
is a chair (zoom on chair); this is a board (zoom 
on board); a computer (zoom on computer); a 
map (zoom on map), the door (zoom on door); 
the window (zoom on window), the teacher 
(zoom on teacher; she points to herself) and 
the student (zoom at a student near the door). 
 
Then Ruby (standing near the teacher) repeats 
the names again pointing to the objects and 
gives the position of: The desk is near the 
board. The computer is on the desk. The chair 
is near the desk. The map is on the wall. The 
board is on the wall. The door is near the 
window. The teacher is near the student. 
(zoom on every classroom object and person). 

1: Guide shows the classroom objects to the player. Guide points to the object (zoom at computer): Where 
is the computer? 

On the chair 

On the desk 

On the window 

Guide points to the object (zoom at chair): Where is the 
chair? 

Near the door 

Near the window 

Near the desk 

Guide points to the object (zoom at board): Where is 
the board? 

On the wall 

On the computer 

On the desk 

2: Guide goes around the classroom and shows other 
classroom objects. 

Guide points to the object (zoom at  desk): Where is the 
desk? 

Near the board 

Near the door 

Near the map 

Guide points to the object (zoom at map): Where is the 
map? 

On the desk 

On the chair 

On the wall 

Guide points to the object (zoom at window): Where is 
the window? 

Near the desk 

Near the map 

Near the door 



3: Ruby points at the door, another kid and the teacher. Ruby points to the object (zoom at door): Where is the 
door? 

Near the window 

Near the chair 

Near the desk 

Ruby points to the child near the door (zoom at the 
child): Where is the student? 

Near the teacher 

Near the computer 

Near the door 

Ruby points to the teacher (zoom  at the teacher): 
Where is the teacher? 

Near the classroom 

Near the hall 

Near the student 

TOPIC Days of the week + school timetable LEVEL / STAGE 2 / 2 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Guide and Player are looking at the 
timetable. This time focusing on days 
of the week. 

Guide Hall in front of classroom Mon-Fri 

Ben / Emily 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Guide and Player are in the hall looking at the 
timetable. Guide points to the days of the week 
and reads the name of the days and subjects 
(zoom on each day).  
 
Guide: 
On Monday, we have Maths. 
On Tuesday, we have Science 
On Wednesday, we have English 
On Thursday, we have Art and Music 
On Friday, we have Physical Education. 
 
(Note: display on Schedule as Art/Music and 
P.E. 
Also English here is mother tongue, so for the 
other languages it will be DE, FR, IT, PT) 

1. Guide shows the timetable (zoom at timetable) 
without the name of the correct day 

When is Maths? (Monday) Maths is on Friday. 

Maths is on Monday. 

Maths is on Thursday. 

 When is English? (Wednesday) English is on Monday. 

English is on Wednesday. 

English is on Tuesday. 

When is Science (Tuesday) Science is on Wednesday. 

Science is on Friday. 

Science is on Tuesday. 

2. Guide shows the timetable (zoom at timetable) 
without the name of the correct day 

When is Art? (Thursday) Art is on Friday. 

Art is on Monday. 

Art is on Thursday. 

When is Physical Education? (Friday) P. E. is on Friday. 

P.E. is on Wednesday. 



P.E. is on Thursday. 

When is Music? (Thursday) Music is on Friday. 

Music is on Monday. 

Music is on Thursday. 

3. Guide shows the timetable (zoom at timetable) 
without the name of the correct subject  

What do you have on Monday? (Maths) On Monday we have English. 

On Monday we have Maths. 

On Monday we have Art/Music. 

What do you have on Tuesday? (Science) On Tuesday we have Maths. 

On Tuesday we have English. 

On Tuesday we have Science. 

What do you have on Wednesday? (English) On Wednesday we have Art/Music. 

On Wednesday we have Maths. 

On Wednesday we have English. 

TOPIC Locations at school LEVEL / STAGE 2 / 3 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Guide and Player are in the hall 
discovering different parts of the 
school. 

Sam Hall in front of classroom classroom, computer room, music room, art 
room, library, gym, playground, toilets and 
canteen.  

Ben / Emily 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Guide and Player are in the hall looking at the 
school map. Guide points to each facility/ 
symbol and reads the name of the school 
facilities (zoom on each facility and symbol):  
Guide: 
Look at our school. 
Here is our classroom 
This is the computer room. 
There is the music room. 
This is the art room. 
Next to it is the library. 
At the end is the gym. 
Next to the gym is the canteen. 

1. Guide shows the map (zoom at map) and points to a 
symbol  (zoom at the symbol). Then asks the player. 

What is here? (classroom) Canteen 

Maths 

Classroom 

What is here? (computer room) Computer room 

Desk 

Bathroom 

What is here? (music room) Playground 

Music room 

Board 

What is here? (art room) Book 



The toilets are next to the classroom. 
The playground is outside. 

2. Guide shows the map (zoom at map) and points to a 
symbol  (zoom at the symbol). Then asks the player. 

Maths 

Art room 

What is here? (library) Library 

Canteen 

English 

What is here? (gym) History 

Gym 

Music room 

3. Guide shows the map (zoom at map) and points to a 
symbol  (zoom at the symbol). Then asks the player. 

What is here? (playground) Playground 

Maths 

Art room 

What is here? (toilets) Library 

Canteen 

Toilets 

What is here? (canteen) Canteen 

Gym 

Music room 

 

 

Travel and Transport 
TOPIC Means of transport LEVEL / STAGE 1 / 1 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

The player must associate the vehicles 
on the street to learn the vocabulary. 
There are 9 words of vocabulary to 
acquire and one or two phrases to 
understand. 
Use of "There is / isn't" and “What is it? 
- This is.” 

Sam In the street bus, car, bike, lorry, tram, train, taxi, 
motorbike, scooter Ben / Emily 

policeman 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 



Guide leads Player to the street, where they meet 
a policeman. Policeman stops them and says: 
 
DIALOGUE with a Policeman (pointing at vehicles): 
Policeman: Please, be careful. There is a bus. 
There is a lorry. There is a tram. 
Guide What is that? 
Policeman: (points at train on bridge) That is a 
train. 
Guide: What is this?  
Policeman: This is a taxi. It is a car, too.  
Guide: What are these? 
Policeman: This is a bike.This is a motorbike. This 
is a scooter. (ex. Vespa) 

1. Policeman points and asks (or image appears in 
bubble) 

What is that? (points at bus) Bus 

Bike 

Motorbike 

What is that? (points at a lorry) Car 

Lorry 

Scooter 

What is this? (points at a car) Car 

Train 

Tram 

2. Policeman points and asks (or image appears in 
bubble) 

What is this? (points at a motorbike) Bike 

Motorbike 

Bus 

What is this? (points at a taxi) Lorry 

Taxi 

Scooter 

What is that? (points at a tram) Train 

Car 

Tram 

3. Policeman points and asks (or image appears in 
bubble) 

What is this? (points at a bike) Motorbike 

Bike 

Bus 

What is this? (points at a scooter) Scooter 

Taxi 

Lorry 

What is that? (points at a train) Tram 

Car 

Train 

TOPIC Travel items / train station LEVEL / STAGE 1 / 2 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

The player must associate the items at a 
train station to learn the vocabulary. 
There are 9 words of vocabulary to 
acquire and one or two phrases to 
understand. 
Use of "Do you have? - I have" and "Are 
you? - Yes, I am" 

Sam At the train station ticket, luggage, passenger, platform, hall, 
toilet, ticket office, train station, train.;   Ben / Emily 

Luke 

  

  

  

  



  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Guide leads Player to the train station, where they 
meet Luke. Luke and Guide talk: 
 
DIALOGUE: 
Luke: This is a train station. 
Guide: Is there a train? 
Luke: Yes, the train is at the platform. 
Guide: What is this? (pointing at ticket in Luke's 
hand) 
Luke. This is a ticket. There is a ticket office in the 
hall. (pointing at ticket office) 
Guide: Is there a toilet? 
Luke: Yes, there is a toilet in the hall, too. 
Guide: Are you a passenger? 
Luke: Yes, I am a passenger. I have a ticket. (shows 
ticket) 
Guide. Do you have luggage? 
Luke: Yes, I have luggage. (points at suitcase) 

1. Luke points and asks (or image appears in bubble) What is this? (picture of the station) Station 

Luggage 

Toilet 

What is this? (picture of ticket) Ticket 

Hall 

Passenger 

What is this? (picture of ticket office) Ticket office 

Platform 

Train 

2. Luke points and asks (or image appears in bubble) What is this? (picture of the toilet sign) Toilet 

Station 

Luggage 

What is this? (picture of the hall) Hall 

Passenger 

Ticket 

What is this? (picture of the train) Platform 

Ticket office 

Train 

3. Luke points and asks (or image appears in bubble) What is this? (picture of the luggage symbol) Luggage 

Station 

Toilets 

Who is this? (picture of passenger) Passenger 

Hall 

Ticket 

What is this? (picture of the platform) Train 

Platform 

Ticket office 

TOPIC Places in town LEVEL / STAGE 1/3 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

The player will learn the names of 
places in town by asking "Where can 

Sam In the street bakery, post office, pharmacy, restaurant, 
hotel, museum, supermarket, travel agency, 
bank, 

Ben / Emily 

Tourist 



I.../do something/..?. Answers will use 
"Over there, in the ..." 

Karim 

Anna 

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

DIALOGUE between a lost Tourist and Guide, 
Karim and Anna. Guide, Karim and Anna point to 
locations when answering. 
 
Tourist: Excuse me, hello. 
Guide: Hello 
Tourist: Where can I eat something? 
Guide: There is a good bakery over there. There is 
a restaurant next to the bakery, too. There is also 
a supermarket near the restaurant. 
Tourist: Where can I get money?  
Anna: There is a bank over there. You can also get 
money at the post-office. 
Tourist: Where can I buy medicine? 
Anna: Over there at the pharmacy. It is near the 
bakery. 
Tourist: Where can I find a hotel? 
Karim: There is a hotel next to the restaurant. You 
can book a hotel at the travel agency, too. 
Tourist: Where can I see old paintings? 
Guide: Over there, at the museum. It is next to the 
bank 
Tourist: Thank you very much.  
Guide: Welcome  

1. Tourist points and asks (or image appears in bubble) Where can I buy bread? (image of bakers) You can buy bread at the bakery 

You can buy bread at the post office 

You can buy bread at the pharmacy 

Where can you eat? (image of restaurant) I can eat at the restaurant  

I can eat at the hotel 

I can eat at the museum 

Where can you plan holidays? (image of travel 
agency) 

I can plan holidays at the supermarket 

I can plan holidays at the travel agency 

I can plan holidays at the bank 

2. Tourist points and asks (or image appears in bubble) Where can I send a letter? (image of post office) You can send a letter at the bakery 

You can send a letter at the post office 

You can buy a stamp at the pharmacy 

Where can you see old paintings? (image of 
museum) 

I can see old paintings at the restaurant  

I can see old paintings at the hotel 

I can see old paintings at the museum 

Where can you buy food? (image of supermarket) I can buy food at the supermarket 

I can buy food at the travel agency 

I can buy food at the bank 

3. Tourist points and asks (or image appears in bubble) Where can I buy medicine? (image of pharmacy) You can buy medicine at the bakery 

You can buy medicine at the post office 

You can buy medicine at the pharmacy 

Where can you sleep at night? (image of hotel) I can sleep at the restaurant  

I can sleep at the hotel 

I can sleep at the museum 

Where can you get money? (image of bank) I can get money at the pharmacy 

I can get money at the museum 

I can get money at the bank 

TOPIC Location / Prepositions LEVEL / STAGE 2/1 



WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

The player already knows the names of 
the vehicles on the street. Now the 
player will learn some prepositions in 
order to describe the location of an 
item. 
Use of "Where is? / Where are?" 

Sam In the street between; next to; behind; in front of; on; in;   

Ben / Emily 

babysitter Tina 

brother and sister (passive) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

 
Guide leads Player to the street after school, 
where they meet a babysitter Tina. Brother and 
sister are in the car. Tina and Guide talk: 
 
DIALOGUE: 
 
Guide: Hello Tina, where are the children? 
Tina: Hello Sam. The children are in the car. 
Guide: Is it a taxi? 
Tina: No, it is not a taxi, it is my car. 
Guide: Where is the bike? 
Tina: It's on the car. 
Guide: Where is the bus? 
Tina: The bus is in front of the car. 
Guide: Where is the lorry? 
Tina: The lorry is behind the car. 
Guide: Is it a bike next to the lorry? 
Tina: No, it's a motorbike.  
Guide: Is the car between the lorry and the bus? 
Tina: Yes, it is. 
Guide: Bye Tina. 
Tina: Buy Sam. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

1: In the street - looking for VEHICLES or places. Guide 
asks the Player: 

 
 
  

Where is the taxi? The taxi is behind the bus 

The taxi is on the bus 

The taxi is in the bus 

Where is the taxi? The taxi is next to the bike 

The taxi is between the bike and the motorbike  

The taxi is on the bike 

Where is the taxi? The taxi is in front of the lorry 

The taxi is on the lorry 

The taxi is behind the lorry 

Where is the bus? The bus is between the taxi and the motorbike  

The bus is on the taxi 

The bus is behind the taxi  

Where is the bus? The bus is behind the motorbike 

The bus in on the lorry 

The bus is in the lorry  

Where is the bus? The bus is in front of the taxi 

The bus is behind the taxi 

The bus is on the taxi 

Where is the bike? The bike is next to the motorbike  

The bike is behind the tram 

The bike is in the underground 

Where is the bike? The bike is in front of the bus 

The bike is under the bus 

The bike is in the bus 



Where is the bike? The bike is behind the car 

The bike is behind the scooter 

The bike is under the car 

TOPIC Directions LEVEL / STAGE 2 / 2 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

The Guide and Player are taking the 
Tourist to the travel agency. Player and 
tourist will follow Guide's instructions 

Guide In the street directions 

Ben / Emily 

Tourist 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Guide and Player bump into the tourist again. 
 
SCENARIO: 
Tourist: Excuse me, I have to go to the Travel 
Agency. Can you help me? 
Guide: Yes, follow me. (waves to follow) 
Tourist: Thank you. 
Guide: We have to go across the road. (they walk 
across the road). 
Then we have to turn left and go straight on. (they 
follow the guide) 
Then we have to turn right and go straight on. 
(they follow the guide) 
Now stop, we are here. Turn around, this is the 
travel agency. 
 
If possible the Guide can use the directions 
repeatedly. Every time he gives a direction an 
image sign can appear to show the direction. 

Guide and Player come out of the Travel Agency with a 
map.  
Guide says: Let's find the cinema.  
Player is holding the map and answering Guide's 
questions. Guide's question bubble contains the 
direction symbol) 

Where do you have to go?  
(symbol to go right) 

I have to turn right 

I have to turn left 

I have to turn around 

Where do you have to go?  
(symbol to go left) 

I have to turn right 

I have to turn left 

I have to turn around 

Where do you have to go?  
(symbol to turn around /U-Turn/ ) 

I have to turn right 

I have to turn left 

I have to turn around 

  Where do you have to go?  
(symbol to go straight on) 

I have to go straight on 

I have to turn left 

I have to turn around 

Where do you have to go?  
(symbol to cross the road) 

I have to cross the road 

I have to turn left 

I have to turn around 

Where do you have to go?  
(symbol stop) 

I have to go straight on 

I have to turn left 

I have to stop 

At the end of this stage the Guide says: 
Here is the cinema!! 

Where do you have to go?  
(symbol to turn around and go right) 

I have to turn around and turn right  

I have to turn around and go straight on 



  I have to turn around and cross the road 

Where do you have to go?  
(symbol to cross the street and go left) 

I have to cross the road and turn right 

I have to turn around and cross the road 

I have to cross the road and turn left 

Where do you have to go?  
(symbol to stop and to turn around) 

I have to stop and turn around 

I have to stop and go straight on 

I have to stop and cross the road 

TOPIC Planning holidays LEVEL / STAGE 2 / 3 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Guide takes Player to the Travel Agency 
and they meet the travel agent. In the 
entry point dialogue, the guide and the 
travel agent will discuss holiday options. 

Sam Travel Agency  
The words to be learnt are: 
mountains, forest, beach, lake, countryside, 
farm 
Expressions: "Where would you like to go?" 
- " I would like to go to..." 

Ben / Emily 

Travel Agent 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

 
DIALOGUE:  
Travel Agent: Hello. 
Guide: Hello. 
Travel Agent: How can I help you? 
Guide: I would like to go on holiday. 
Travel Agent: Where would you like to go? You 
can go to... 
the mountains (image of mountains) 
the forest (image of forest) 
the beach (image of beach) 
the lake (image of lake) 
the countryside (image of countryside) 
the farm (image of farm) 
Guide reflects and in a bubble, his thoughts scroll 
through the six images representing the six new 
words (image, text and sound) Then his thought 
process ends and the guide says: 
Guide: I would like to go to the beach. 
Travel Agent: Where would you like to go? To 
which country? 
Guide: I would like to go to the beach in Portugal. 
Travel Agent. Great. The beaches in Portugal are 

1. Guide discusses with Player, where to go on holidays. Where would you like to go? (picture of countryside) I would like to go to the countryside  

I would like to go to the mountains 

I would like to go to the beach 

Where would you like to go? (picture of mountains) I would like to go to the countryside 

I would like to go to the mountains 

I would like to go to the beach 

Where would you like to go? (picture of beach) I would like to go to the countryside 

I would like to go to the mountains 

I would like to go to the beach 

2. Guide discusses with Player, where to go on holidays. Where would you like to go? (picture of a lake) I would like to go to a lake 

I would like to go to the farm 

I would like to go to the forest 

Where would you like to go? (picture a farm) I would like to go to a lake 

I would like to go to the farm 

I would like to go to the forest 

Where would you like to go? (picture of a forest) I would like to go to a lake 



beautiful. 
Guide: I love the beach. Thank you 

I would like to go to the farm 

I would like to go to the forest 

3. Guide discusses with Player, where to go on holidays. Where would you like to go? (zoom on France and 
picture of mountains) 

I would like to go to the mountains in France 

I would like to go to the beach in Spain  

I would like to go to the forest in Germany 

Where would you like to go? Zoom on Germany and 
picture of forest) 

I would like to go to the countryside in Portugal  

I would like to go to the farm in England 

I would like to go to the forest in Germany 

Where would you like to go? Zoom on Portugal and 
picture of beach) 

I would like to go to the beach in Italy 

I would like to go to the beach in Portugal  

I would like to go to the beach in Germany 

TOPIC Travel plans + countries LEVEL / STAGE 3 / 1 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

Guide brings the Player to the Travel 
Agency and they look at a map of 
Europe with holiday adverts. Luke and 
Jasmin walk past and stop to look 
together. Every time a country is 
mentioned, it lights up and the shape  
fills with flag colours. 

Sam Travel Agency non project countries: 
Spain 
Turkey 
Greece 
Norway 
Bulgaria 
Croatia 
Sweden 
Morocco 
Denmark 

Ben / Emily 

Travel Agent 

Luke 

Jasmin 

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

Conversation outside the travel agency 
 
Luke and Jasmin arrive: 
Luke: Hello 
Guide: Good morning. 
Jasmin: Where would you like to go? 
Guide: We would like to go on holiday in Europe. 
Luke: Would you like a beach holiday? (image of 
beach) 
Jasmin: You can go to Spain, Turkey, Greece or 
Croatia? (Countries light up as mentioned) 
Guide: I like that. 
Jasmin: Would you like a mountain holiday? 
(image of mountains) 
Luke: You can go to Morocco, Norway or Bulgaria. 
(Countries light up as mentioned) 
Guide: I like that, too. 

1. Travel agent welcomes Guide and Player. 
Travel agent: Hello, how can I help you? 
Guide: Hello, I would like to go on a beach holiday. 
Travel Agent: You could go to Portugal, Spain, Italy, 
Greece, Croatia or Turkey 

Guide asks Player: Where would you like to go on a 
beach holiday? 

Norway 

Finland 

Croatia 

Guide asks Player: Where else would you like to go 
on a beach holiday? 

Spain 

Denmark 

Sweden 

Guide asks Player: Where else would you like to go 
on a beach holiday? 

Greece 

United Kingdom 

Germany 

2. Guide: Where could I go on a mountain holiday? 
Travel Agent: You could go to Morocco, Norway, 
Bulgaria, France, Italy or Spain. 

Guide asks Player: Where would you like to go on a 
mountain holiday? 

Morocco 

Denmark 

Sweden 



Luke: Would you like a cruise holiday? (image of 
cruise ship) 
Jasmin: You can go to Finland, Sweden and 
Denmark (Countries light up as mentioned) 
Guide: Thank you! That's great. 
 
(Only Guide and Player enter the travel agency) 

Guide asks Player: Where else would you like to go 
on a mountain holiday? 

Bulgaria 

Finland 

Portugal 

Guide asks Player: Where else would you like to go 
on a mountain holiday? 

Norway 

Denmark 

Sweden 

3. Guide: Where could I go on a cruise holiday? 
Travel Agent: You could go to Portugal, France, Norway, 
Denmark, Sweden, or Finland. 

Guide asks Player: Where would you like to go on a 
cruise holiday? 

I would like to go to Finland 

I would like to go to Bulgaria 

I would like to go to Germany 

Guide asks Player: Where else would you like to go 
on a cruise holiday? 

I would like to go to Denmark 

I would like to go to Germany 

I would like to go to the United Kingdom 

Guide asks Player: Where else would you like to go 
on a cruise holiday? 

I would like to go to Bulgaria 

I would like to go to Sweden 

I would like to go to the United Kingdom 

TOPIC Weather (present, past, future) LEVEL / STAGE 3 / 2 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

The player will learn the concept of 
yesterday, today and tomorrow as well 
as discover 9 different types of weather. 
This will be done through an online 
group chat between the guide and two 
cousins witnessed by the Player. The 
guide and the two cousins will be asking 
each other about the weather 
yesterday, today and tomorrow. 

Sam Guide's home: Guide's bedroom Words to be learnt:  
It is sunny; it is raining; it is snowing; it is 
stormy; it is foggy; it is windy; it is cloudy; it 
is hot; it is cold; 
Expressions: 
What is the weather like today ? 
What was the weather like yesterday? 
What is the weather going to be like 
tomorrow? 

Ben / Emily 

Anna 

Sue 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

DIALOGUE: 
Guide dials into an online video chat with Anna 
and Sue. Every time a type of weather is 
mentioned, an image of it appears. 
Guide: Hello from England 
Anna: Hi from Italy 
Sue: Hello from Portugal 
Guide: What is the weather like today? Here it is 
cold. (image of windy weather) 
Anna: Here it is sunny. 
Sue: Here it is cloudy. 

1: The guide asks the player about the weather. The 
player answers according to the suggested image. 

What is the weather like today? (sunny) It is sunny 

It is raining  

It is snowing  

What is the weather like today? (rain) It is sunny 

It is raining  

It is snowing  

What is the weather like today? (snow) It is sunny 

It is raining 



Anna: What was the weather like yesterday? 
Sue: In Portugal, it was foggy. 
Guide: In England, it was raining. 
Anna: In Italy, it was stormy. 
Sue: What is the weather going to be like 
tomorrow? 
Anna: In Italy, it is going to be hot. 
Sue: In Portugal, it is going to be windy. 
Guide: In England it is going to be snowing. 
Sue: I would like to go to Italy. 
Guide: I would like to go to Italy, too. 
Anna: Come to Italy, you are welcome! 

It is snowing  

2: The guide asks the player about the weather. The 
player answers according to the suggested image. 

What was the weather like yesterday? (lightning) It was stormy 

It was foggy 

It was snowing 

What was the weather like yesterday? (fog) It was stormy 

It was foggy 

It was snowing 

What was the weather like yesterday? (wind) It was stormy 

It was foggy 

It was windy 

3: The guide asks the player about the weather. The 
player answers according to the suggested image. 

What is the weather going to be like tomorrow? 
(symbol of clouds) 

It is going to be cloudy 

It is going to be hot 

It is going to be cold 

What is the weather going to be like tomorrow? 
(symbol of thermometer showing high temperature) 

It is going to be cloudy 

It is going to be hot 

It is going to be cold 

What is the weather going to be like tomorrow? 
(symbol of thermometer showing low temperature) 

It is going to be cloudy 

It is going to be hot 

It is going to be cold 

TOPIC Activities on holidays + going to LEVEL / STAGE 3 / 3 

WHAT WHO WHERE VOCAB 

We're at the campsite and it's the 
morning. The Guide discusses with 
uncle and cousin Rob their plans for the 
day.  

Sam at the campsite (could be a modified park 
location) 

Words to be learnt:  
To have a nap; to sunbathe; to go sailing; to 
go hiking; to go cycling; to go swimming; to 
play football; to have a picnic; to have a 
barbecue; 
Expressions: 
« What are you going to do at  …. ? » 
«  I am going to … » 

Ben / Emily 

uncle 

cousin Rob 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Entry Point Dialogue Task Setup Question Answers 

DIALOGUE: 
Guide: Good morning 
Uncle: Good morning 
Cousin Rob: Hello 
Guide: Where are you going today? 

1. Cousin Rob speaks with the Player and asks the 
Player about the activities they want to do: 

What are you going to do at the beach? (Player 
bubble: lying in the sun) 

I am going to sunbathe 

I am going to go cycling 

I am going to have a barbecue 

You are going to sunbathe 



Uncle: I am going to the lake. 
Guide: What are you going to do at the lake? 
Uncle: In the morning, I am going to go sailing. In 
the afternoon, I am going to go swimming. In the 
evening I am going to play football. 
Guide: What are you going to do together? (turns 
to Cousin Rob and Uncle) 
Cousin Rob: We are going to go hiking, then we 
are going to have a picnic. In the afternoon we are 
going to go cycling. 
Uncle: What are you going to do? (turns to Guide) 
Guide: I am going to sunbathe in the morning. I 
am going to have a nap in the afternoon. And in 
the evening, I am going to have a barbecue. 
Uncle: This is a great plan! 
  

What am I going to do near the lake? (Cousin Rob 
bubble: on a bike) 

You are going to go cycling 

You are going to have a barbecue 

What is Sam's uncle going to do in the 
countryside? (Uncle's bubble: with a barbecue) 

He is going to sunbathe 

He is going to go cycling 

He is going to have a barbecue 

2. Cousin Rob speaks with the Player and asks the 
Player about the activities they are going to do 
together: 

What are we going to do in the mountains? (Sam 
and Cousin Rob with a rucksack and walking pole) 

We are going to go hiking 

You are going to go swimming  

We are going to play football 

What are we going to do in the forest? (Sam and 
Cousin Rob with a bike) 

We are going to go hiking 

He is going to go swimming  

We are going to go cycling 

What are we going to do in the lake? (Sam and 
Cousin Rob swimming in the lake) 

She is going to go hiking 

We are going to go swimming  

They are going to play football 

3. Guide speaks with the Player and asks the Player 
about the activities uncle wants to do: 

What is uncle going to do in the 
countryside? (asleep) 

He is going to have a nap 

I am going to have a nap 

She is going to have a nap 

What is uncle going to do on the lake? (in a boat on 
the lake) 

They are going to go sailing 

He is going to go sailing 

We are going to go sailing 

What is uncle going to do at the farm? (having a 
picnic) 

He are going to have a picnic 

He am going to have a picnic 

He is going to have a picnic 

 



7. Annex II: Vorlage Unterrichtsplan 
 

Mit dieser Vorlage können Lehrkräfte ihre eigene Planung für einen Unterricht mit BlaboLingo 

aufzeichnen.  

 
Lernende Klasse: Alter: CEFR level:  

Thema  Level / Etappe  

Unterrichtsplan 

Zielsprache:  
 
Muttersprache:  
 
Unterrichtssprache:  

Lernaktivität: 
◌ Vorentlastung 
◌ Lernen / Erarbeitung 
◌ Festigung 
◌ Wiederholung 
◌ Sonstige: 

 Lernziel: 
✓  

 
Lernkontext: 
 
 
 
 

 
Voraussetzungen: 
 
 
 

 
Einbindung in den Unterricht (xx Minuten): 

 

 
Mögliche Folgeaktivitäten: 
 

•  

 

 


